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2 Definition and acronyms
Acronyms
BEV
CAP
CAPEX
CC
CCS
CDQ
CEFC
CH4-DRI
CNG
CO2
CSP
DLR
DPET
DSO
EPC
EPS
ESR
EU-LFS
EV
FGD
FIT
Fraunhofer ISE
GDP
GHG
GIB
GW
H2-DRI
IAM
ICE
ICT
IEA
KfW
LCOE
LIB
LPG
LRT
LULUCF
MDB
MLP
NREAP
NREL
NZEB
OECD
ORC
PU

Definitions
Battery electric vehicle
Common Agricultural Policy
Capital expenditure
Continuous casting
Carbon capture and storage
Coke dry quenching
Clean Energy Finance Corporation
Direct reduced iron with natural gas
Compressed natural gas
Carbn dioxide
Concentrated solar power
Docklands Light Railway
Decarbonisation Policy Evaluation Tool
Distribution System Operator
Energy Performance Certificate
Environmental policy stringency
Effort Sharing Regulation
European Labour Force Survey
Electric vehicle
Flue gas desulphurisation
Feed-in tariff
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems
Gross Domestic Product
Greenhouse gas
Green Investment Bank
Gigawatt
Direct reduced iron with hydrogen
Integrated Assessment Model
Inernal combustión engine
Information and communication technology
Inernational Energy Agency
Kreditanstalt fuer Wiederaufbau (KfW)
Levelised cost of electricity
Lithium-Ion Batteries
Liquified petroleum gas
Light Rail Transport
Land use, land use change and forestry
Multilateral Development Banks
Multi-level perspective
National Renewable Energy Action Plan
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Nearly zero energy building
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
Organic Rankine Cycle
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O*NET
PV
R&D
RD&D
RED
REF
RES
SIB
SM
SSP
TMT
TRT
WACC
WITCH model

PU

Occupational Information Network (US)
Photovoltaic
Research and development
Research, development and demonstration
Renewable Energy Directive
Reference scenario
Renewable energy sources
State investment banks
Smart meter
Shared Socio-Economic Pathway
Technology Matrix Tool
Top-pressure reduction turbine
Weighted average cost of capital
World Induced Technical Change Hybrid model
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3 Synthesis Report of Work Package 1: Anatomy of
the Low-Carbon Transition
NB After each sub-heading in this document, the D number refers to the Deliverable on
which that section of this Synthesis Report is based, supplemented by a review of the
papers published on the basis of the research, which are numbered in the teext and
referenced in a Bibliography at the end of each of the Synthesis Reports of the two work
packages. The Deliverables may be found on the INNOPATHS website at
https://innopaths.eu/publications/#project-deliverables.

3.1










3.2

Overall Narrative
Achieving the target set forth in the Paris Agreement will require an unprecedented
effort worldwide: traditional economic systems will need to be transformed to ensure
carbon neutrality, and, more broadly, to promote the sustainable development agenda
There is a wide range of low-carbon technologies that can contribute to decarbonisation.
Innovation is required to develop and deploy these technologies at scale.
The deployment of these technologies at scale needs to be financed: financial
requirements, importance of risk and return, type of finance, influence of cost of capital
Costs of many low-carbon technologies have decreased massively over recent decades.
There is considerable uncertainty about the future costs of these technologies, but
learning curves and expert elicitation can give insights into how these might develop
Technological trajectories from the past may help in thinking about technological
trajectories in the future
Deploying low-carbon technologies at scale has implications for both competitiveness
and labour markets
The replacement of the high-carbon technologies will cause disruption to the
communities whose livelihoods depend on them
There will be other disruptions due to the low-carbon transition, which may be
perceived as injustices that need to be addressed
However, the low-carbon transition can also correct injustices, most obviously to those
who will be worst affected by unaddressed climate change but who have contributed
little or nothing to causing it. Those managing the transition will need to consider how
to proceed with the transition amid multiple demands from those who may experience
detriment from it.

The characteristics of low-carbon technologies (D1.1,
D1.2)

The project assessed the current and expected future cost and, in some cases, performance
characteristics of key low-carbon technologies, as well as their competing technologies to 2050.
The main output from this assessment is the online Technology Matrix Tool (TMT). This was
designed to be an integrated, visual, interactive, and open online platform to be used by policy
makers, industry representatives, scientists, and general practitioners in energy across Europe
and beyond.
The TMT contains data from 46 technologies, taken from integrated assessment scenarios, with
the large majority of the technologies in the energy technology category. The sources for the
PU
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scenario data are ADVANCE REMIND [1], ADVANCE WITCH [2], EUCO [3], IEA reports
[4] and WITCH [5].
The technologies represented in the TMT are divided into four categories: power, transport,
industry and buildings. Agriculture was left out due to lack of data. Data was also lacking for
less established, potentially disruptive, technologies.





Power: the power generation technologies for which data was available were largely the
more established technologies e.g. nuclear, coal and solar energy.
Industry: IEA reports have some estimates for emission and energy consumption for
different industrial technologies.
Transport: the eight transport technologies are based on the IEA categorisation:
aviation, electric cars, heavy and light road traffic, hydrogen vehicles, ICE vehicles,
maritime transport and rail.
Buildings: building emission and energy consumption projections are available for
different energy uses: heating, appliances, lighting, etc.

Figure 3.1 shows the range of data included in the TMT. On the left are the four sectors. The
next column shows the options for the power sector. The next column shows the options for the
renewable power sector (with Concentrated Solar Power [CSP] selected here). In the right-hand
column are the technology characteristics for CSP in the TMT. Across the top are the various
options for display: data from the scenarios mentioned above (shown here is that for Capacity);
projections of uncertainty in the characteristics based on historical trends; and projections of
uncertainty in the characteristics based on expert elicitation. Technologies can be compared (the
bottom figure compares the capacities for CSP and for solar PV for the scenarios covered
through to 2100). On the basis of these technology characteristics and data, the TMT is able to
calculate and plot for each technology a simple levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) (the
calculation requires the user to input a discount rate and the fuel costs).
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Figure 3.1. Examples of technology description in the TMT tool. Top: the predicted increase in
concentrating solar power (CSP) capacity to 2100; Bottom: comparison between CSP and solar
PV capacity to 2100
The current version of the TMT can be found at the following link:
http://innopaths-tm.niceandserious.com/#/

3.3

Financing low-carbon energy technologies

Note: The Deliverable for all the research in the area of finance will be submitted as D4.3 as
part of Work Package 4. However, in this Synthesis Report the work is synthesised on the basis
of the work carried out and papers produced related to each work package.
In principle there is no financing gap for the energy transition. The financial resources are
potentially available. Instead, there is a qualitative mismatch, as these resources are not
available in the form that they are most needed [6].
The total costs of the energy transition in terms of the investments in renewable electricity in
Europe to 2050, estimated using integrated assessment models, range between USD2310-2625
bn. This total number is the result of the aggregation of the financing need by finance type to
arrive at a financing gap that is differentiated by types of finance (RD&D finance, small and
distributed finance, venture capital (VC) and private equity, bank finance (debt), sovereign
wealth funds, pension funds, insurers, state investment banks, green/climate bonds, public
equity). An important finding is that there is a lack of private small-scale equity investment and
innovation finance, especially RD&D and venture capital and private equity. The money is there
in principle; however typically the types of finance suitable for funding these type of projects
are not so easy to mobilize in Europe’s highly institutionalized, bank-based and regulated
financial sector.
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In the later stages of a technology lifecycle when the risks involved are comparably low, there is
plenty of financing available, with institutional investors having the biggest potential with up to
USD4.8 tn to engage in financing large-scale (low-risk) renewable energy projects. Currently
the large-scale, low-risk debt investments are not free to move into suitable renewable energy
projects and tend to be pushed more into existing real estate and government debt. An effective
reform of regulation and governance that enables institutional investors to engage more in
unlisted long-term equity and debt might be required for these investors to scale the
technologies that can carry the energy transition.
The earlier stages of the technology lifecycle pose greater challenges, especially when it comes
to highly risky investments. Here only small and distributed finance and venture capital are
available. Larger investments and higher risks can only be handled by (state) investment banks
and some private equity funds. State investment banks have the potential to scale-up their
investments significantly; however, their main role would be in mobilising private finance
through co-investments, signalling and education [7], as discussed further in section 4.4.
Low-risk but small-scale financing of energy efficiency investments would require banks to
introduce new forms of intermediation. A set of enabling reforms (mainly addressing regulatory
issues and standards) could also help to unlock under-utilized small-scale and large-scale
sources and facilitate the energy transition in Europe [6].
A key concern in financing any investment is the relationship between risk and return. For
private finance to fund renewable energy projects the risk-return ratio must be right, and one
way to make such projects (in this case focusing on onshore wind and solar PV) more attractive
is to reduce their risk. INNOPATHS research has revealed that there are many kinds of risk [8].
Even focusing only on operation risk (i.e. not the risks associated with planning and
development, and construction), the research identifies five kinds of risk that are referenced
most often in the literature: curtailment, policy, price, resource and technology risk. Through
interviews with large renewable energy investors the research identifies which of these risks
investors consider most important and how they consider risks have evolved over the period
2009-2017 in three countries: Germany, Italy and the UK. It is clear, from declining debt
margins for both onshore wind and solar PV, that overall risk is assessed by financiers to have
reduced over this period. The interviews showed that this was most true for technology risk,
which, of the five risk types, went from being the most important in 2009 to least important in
2017. Policy risk also reduced, but both curtailment and price risk increased. A number of
detailed factors are identified as drivers of risk: policy credibility and set up; technology
characteristics and development; data availability and assessment tools; new policies and
business models; market creation and maturing; contracts; and internal expertise and processes.
The research analysed these drivers, and identified sub-drivers, in some detail for each of the
technologies.
Policies to increase the flow of finance into renewable energy can seek to act on one or both of
risk and return. The research suggests a focus on the drivers and sub-drivers if they want to
accelerate risk reduction, and the consequent reduction in financing costs, for these
technologies. They need to pursue credible policies; to fund research and development and
create markets that encourage deployment of low-carbon technologies; to mandate data
transparency; develop innovative policies and ensure that regulation permits the emergence of
new business models; and to ensure sound governance.
Effective instruments tend to work on both risk and return, with feed-in tariffs being effective
because they can address both (price) risk and return, while renewable portfolio standards tend
to attract finance for more mature technologies, because they incentivise reaching the standard
at least cost. Continuous evaluation and monitoring to reflect market conditions minimises
PU
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policy cost. Policy design is also important. For example, standardized procedures and common
design elements of policy instruments enable investors to gain experience more quickly and
reduce project risk, and the duration of contracts or other support matters a lot for investors [9].
A slightly surprising finding from INNOPATHS Research is that project finance, which is
typically used by large corporations to protect their asset base by setting up bespoke companies
for new, large-scale and potentially risky projects, has proved common in the financing of
small-scale, low-risk renewables in Germany. This is because the German feed-in tariff
guarantees the income stream over the project’s duration, with a favourable project finance
ecosystem (legal entities, insurance market), so that even new companies, or community
associations, with small balance sheets, can access loans, in the provision of which banks have
played a central role. Given the importance of project finance to the financing of renewables,
those assessing renewables costs in techno-economic models or elsewhere should take the
project-specific cost of capital into account, rather than using a standard weighted average cost
of capital (WACC) for power utilities. [10].
Renewable energy technologies tend to be considerably more capital-intensive than fossil fuel
technologies. The cost of capital is therefore an important component of their overall cost: over
2000-2005 financing costs accounted for a third and a quarter of the levelised cost of electricity
(LCOE) for solar PV and onshore wind respectively. The LCOE for both technologies reduced
substantially from 2005: solar PV by 87% and onshore wind by 45%. In each case, around 40%
of this cost reduction came from a reduction in financing costs, with the other 60% coming from
lower capital costs (CAPEX). The financing cost reduction in turn has come from the lower
CAPEX needing to be financed, from lower general interest rates and from innovation in the
financial sector, as discussed further in section 4.4. Reduced financing costs have therefore
played a major role in improving the competitiveness of these renewable technologies against
fossil fuels [11].
A challenge for modelling is that the cost of capital for renewable energy varies widely across
countries (due to differences in governance and policy risk, technological capability and
macroeconomic conditions), for different technologies and over time. A review of the empirical
evidence from 46 countries found a globally consistent rank order among technologies, with the
cost of capital increasing from solar PV to onshore wind to offshore wind power, a significantly
higher cost of capital in developing countries than in industrialized countries, and large
heterogeneity also within the groups of industrialized or developing countries [12].

3.4

The uncertainties of the future costs of low-carbon
technologies (D1.2)

There is considerable uncertainty about the future cost and performance of different energy
technologies which can be deployed to meet net zero targets. It is important to improve our
understanding of this uncertainty because it is a critical challenge for designing robust and costeffective energy policies, from research and development (R&D) investments to deployment
subsidies and efficiency regulations.
The two leading methods of projecting energy technology costs into the future are: (a) the
extrapolation of historical data, showing how costs of a technology have changed with the scale
of its deployment, also known as learning curves or Wright’s law, or with the passing of time
(Moore’s law); and (b) future-looking expert elicitation, a structured survey through which a
group of experts gives their best estimates of future costs.
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Work by INNOPATHS researchers and collaborators integrated a wide range of future-looking
expert elicitations with three integrated assessment models and key decision frameworks to
propose an analytical approach for supporting R&D investments (see Figure 3.2) [13]. Public
energy R&D investments, which is recognized as a key policy tool for transforming the world’s
energy system in a cost-effective way.

Figure 3.2: Analytic approach to supporting energy R&D decisions using expert elicitations. a,
Analytical components in this are expert elicitations and IAMs, illustrated here by the two different
schematic diagrams. b, Two main types of decision-making under uncertainty (DMUU) frameworks to
support policy are illustrated here: Learn-then-Act frameworks, in which we include sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis; and Act-then-Learn-then-Act (Act–Learn–Act) frameworks, where we include 1stage and multi-stage DMUU. c, Illustrated here are the types of outputs that emerge from the different
types of analysis: deterministic scenarios of future CO2 emissions under different R&D levels,
probabilistic outcomes of future CO2 emissions under different R&D levels, and optimal energy R&D
portfolios for 3 technologies under two different climate policies in terms of the level of stringency.
Source: [13]

The application of the analytical approach in Figure 3.2 with all the data available led to some
robust results for designing public energy R&D investments in industrialized countries: (a) with
tighter energy R&D budgets, portfolios become less diverse, with some technologies not funded
at all; (b) stricter the climate constraints generally lead to greater shares of R&D for advanced
vehicles, utility-scale storage and carbon capture and storage (CCS); and (c) in the case of the
United States, the rationale of investment in solar PV R&D versus solar PV deployment is
currently too focused on deployment. The research also found some areas of disagreement
across different applications of the analytical framework, notably the recommended fraction of
public energy R&D devoted to nuclear power versus CCS. This is related to the fact that both
technologies are associated with significant socio-technical barriers that are difficult to model,
such as public acceptance.

The transition pathway ahead of us demands radical changes in policies and in the economy, as
well as strategies to enable such radical changes, in all their complexities [13]. Given this,
governments have an imperative to acquire, integrate, and use the best available information in
order to support this important decision-making process. Since many governments (for example,
the US Department of Energy, and the UK Department of Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy) have or are developing capabilities in integrated assessment modelling, they could
PU
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also develop capabilities to implement the analytical framework in Figure 3.2 to integrate
uncertainty with expert elicitations with learning curves and also to use decision making under
uncertainty frameworks.
INNOPATHS researchers also wrote a review with collaborators of how to design and use
expert elicitation methods in energy technologies including the steps of defining the question,
selecting the elicitation mode, identifying the experts, structuring the elicitation, performing a
pilot and revising the elicitation, performing the elicitation, analysing it and presenting it [14].
They also summarized insights on how to select experts and how to reduce overconfidence.
INNOPATHS researchers also compared, for the first time, elicitations on the 2030 cost of five
energy technologies (bioelectricity, biofuels, CCS, nuclear energy, solar PV) with 2010 costs
and with 2030 estimates in the literature using learning curves without considering uncertainty
[14]. Experts expect there will be a decrease in the cost of most technologies when compared to
2010 under a range of public R&D scenarios, although the uncertainty range is large. They
found that for some technologies (e.g., solar PV) expert elicitations were more pessimistic than
deterministic learning curve estimates, and for others more optimistic (nuclear power). For
others, such as biofuels and bioelectricity, they were similar. They suggest that, to have a more
comprehensive understanding of future technology costs it may be important to combine
elicitations and learning curve estimates when they are both up to date. They also note that,
when elicitations are comparatively old, using probabilistic learning curve approaches may be
more appropriate.
INNOPATHS researchers also compared the performance of elicitations and probabilistic
historical methods to 2017 with the actual realized costs in 2017 [15]. They found that neither
method yields systematically more optimistic estimates and that some of the approaches are
more accurate. They also found that in the relatively short term, elicitations in most (but not all)
cases included the realized values. They also produced and compared probabilistic cost
forecasts for 2030 from the expert elicitations and three different probabilistic projections using
historical data and found that no method yields systematically more optimistic or pessimistic
2030 forecasts. All methods suggest that, within each high-level technology, incumbent
technologies (e.g., silicon panels) are still expected to be cheaper than novel technologies (e.g.,
thin film or quantum dot solar cells) by 2030. They also found that expert estimates are more
optimistic than estimates from learning curves for those technologies that have learning curves
that exhibit the largest cost fluctuations and for which there is only limited historical data. A
major additional implication of this analysis for policy making and other investment decisions
from [14] and [15] is that when both recent historical and elicitation data are available, a more
accurate understanding of the uncertainty surrounding future energy technology costs can be
obtained by combining the two forecasting methods.
The available historical and expert elicitation data on the costs of 32 energy technologies and
sub-technologies, covering a range of time periods and geographies, were collected and
harmonized. Datasets were assembled of 23 historical datasets and 26 sets of expert elicitations
conducted between 2007 and 2016. They applied probabilistic approaches to forecast costs to
2030 using Wright’s law (learning curves) and Moore’s law (projecting future costs as a
function of time). This work is integrated into the Technology Matrix Tool, where it
complements the deterministic assumptions regarding future technology costs from different
modelling scenarios from a number integrated assessment and other kinds of models.
INNOPATHS researchers with colleagues also explored what we know about the early phase of
development of technologies, which is a period of high uncertainties known as the formative
phase [16]. During this phase several conditions necessary for a new technology to emerge take
place, in particular standardization and performance improvement, etc. This phase is important
because it tends to occur in a small number of initial markets. They discuss that formative
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phases, which are usually defined to 2.5% of total market potential, are rarely shorter than a
decade, varying from 4 years for fluid catalytic cracking in refineries to 85 years for stationary
steam engines. They analysed data on the formative phase across 15 energy technologies and
the posed the question of what determines the duration of formative phases for energy
innovations in different markets. They found that the formative phase is shorter when the new
technology is replacing one that is substitutable. They tried to determine if the duration of this
phase in number of years was slower in initial markets (also known as core, lead, first mover,
early adopters) or in follower markets (also known as periphery, lag, late adopters).
Interestingly, they found that follower (rim) regions or second mover countries do not have an
accelerated formative phase, although other literature indicates that the diffusion phase could be
faster in second mover countries. Periphery markets, which are typically countries that adopt
technologies later do see faster formative phases. The fact that the formative phase does not
happen faster in second mover countries may be explained by the difficulties of building the
requisite technological and institutional capacity to compress for diffusion in new markets. The
research suggests that it might be harder to shorten the time it takes to accumulate human and
institutional capacity in the formative phase when compared to accelerating diffusion once
formation is completed [16].

3.5

Technological trajectories, past and future (D1.3)

Costs are an important, but by no means the only, influence on how technologies are deployed
over time. INNOPATHS research studied historical deployment of different technologies and
then used the insights generated both to consider the rate and scale at which low-carbon
technologies might be deployed in the future, and to evaluate how these technologies have been
projected to be deployed in the major modelling studies of European decarbonisation.
The sectors and technologies assessed in this way are shown in Table 3.1

Power Generation

Buildings
Industry

Transport
PU

Historical analysis
Flue gas desulphurisation
Organic rankine cycle (ORC)
turbines
District heating
Heat pumps
Iron and steel:
 Blast furnace/Basic oxygen
furnace
 Electric arc furnace
 Direct reduced iron with
natural gas (CH4-DRI)
 Continuous casting (CC)
 Coke dry quenching (CDQ)
 Top-pressure reduction
turbines (TRT)
Chlorine-reduced pulp
Variable-speed drives and
energy-efficient motors
Ammonia and methanol
synthesis
Passenger cars
Page 14

Low-carbon projections
Solar photovoltaics (PV)
Wind power, onshore and
offshore

Iron and steel:
 Direct reduced iron with
hydrogen (H2-DRI)

Hybrid electric and battery
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Agriculture

CNG and LPG
Ethanol in Brazil
Tractors
Conservation agriculture

electric vehicles
Fertiliser use
Diet optimisation

Table 3.1: Sectors and technologies assessed for deployment trajectories
One of the main ways of conceptualising technological diffusion over time is through the fitting
of logistic (S-shaped) curves to data and identifying the different stages of diffusion
(Initiation/Birth/ Formation, Acceleration/Growth, Deceleration/Maturation and Saturation).
The curves may then be described through their saturation level (%), steepness, midpoint and
‘delta T’, the time taken for a technology to go from a low to high (usually 10-90%) share of
penetration1. INNOPATHS research extended previous literature by focusing largely on
technologies that had been subjected to policy or regulatory push, or received public financial
support, rather than those technologies where diffusion had come about largely through market
forces. Diffusion in the former cases may be expected to show a different trajectory, depending
on the scale and extent of policy support, the extent to which such support reduced costs
(through learning) and the cumulative costs of support which, if perceived to be too high, may
lead to support being withdrawn and diffusion slowed or halted. ‘Saturation’ may then be
perceived to come about through ‘political carrying capacity’ having been reached, rather than
market capacity.
One of the main hypotheses in the literature about technological diffusion is that late-adopting
regions would have a higher rate of diffusion than early adopters. Research did not provide
evidence for this in the case of CDQ and TRT, and for CC the evidence was contingent on
taking account of the long formation phase for early adopters, which is not well captured by Sshaped curves. On the other hand, for wind and PV data suggested that late adopters were
indeed faster adopters. In contrast, the diffusion of ORC turbines proceeded first across
countries within a market niche, and only subsequently extended into new markets.
However, it should be emphasised that estimating the parameters of a logistic curve from
historical data does have some important limitations. In particular, using regression to fit a
logistic curve can be very inaccurate when the time series do not cover all stages of diffusion, or
when early diffusion has been driven by policy support which may be withdrawn. Indeed, it is
straightforward to fit a logistic curve to solar PV diffusion data in the EU and find a very strong
fit suggesting that the EU is already close to saturation. This would be an artefact of the slowdown of PV adoption in recent years following the downward revision of subsidies—and not
because the technology is approaching saturation of its ultimate market.
Also, a saturation level of one application (e.g. flue-gas desulphurization in coal-fired power
stations will saturate once all such power stations have had FGD installed) may miss possible
applications in other market segments. For this reason, some previous studies focused on the
earlier phases of energy transitions (e.g. [17]) have tended not to use logistic curve-fitting.
INNOPATHS research for technologies for which fitting logistic curves does not seem to
provide a good representation of the path of technology adoption has provided data on
alternative metrics, in particular the average growth rates, or has compared the time taken to
achieve deployment benchmarks following market launch. Such metrics are used within the
literature, where data is insufficient for using a logistic model. However, INNOPATHS
researchers found that although all the different logistic methods predict different saturation

1

Table 1, p.9, in INNOPATHS Deliverable (D) 1.3 lists the many technologies in energy supply,
buildings, industry, and transport for which diffusion studies of this kind have already been carried out.
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levels, they all agree in predicting stagnation in the development of PV and wind technologies
from around 2040 under the reference scenarios [18][19].
On using historical analogues to sense-check technological projections in the future, the
research found that projections of the rate of adoption of H2-DRI are broadly consistent with
historical rates of diffusion of CC, although the strength of the analogy should not be overemphasised because of the difference in the industrial context of the two technological
innovations. There has been much debate about whether the diffusion rates of carbon capture
and storage technologies in scenarios from Integrated Assessment Models are plausible.
INNOPATHS research compared historical maximum rates of deployment of FGD with the
rates of deployment of CCS in 1.5°C and 2°C scenarios. Models project higher absolute rates of
deployment (in GW/decade) than has historically been observed. However, when normalised to
account for expected growth in the global economy (using GW/Decade/GDP) scenarios are
found to be consistent with the maximum historical deployment rates of FGD.
Decarbonisation of heat is one of the key remaining challenges to the achievement of the EU’s
long-term target of achieving a ‘climate-neutral’ economy by 2050, and its intermediate targets
for 2030—heating in buildings and industry comprises around 40% of all energy consumption
in the EU, with over 80% of this supplied by fossil fuels2. For Finland and Sweden an important
heating technology, the installation of which dates back to the 1960s, but which was provided a
boost by the oil price shocks, is district heating. Diffusion in Finland is well described by a
logistic S-shaped curve, with saturation at a little over 40% of households in the 1990s, but in
Sweden deployment has continued to grow to over 50% along a broadly linear trajectory.
Another heating technology explored in this research was heat pumps, which are commonly
cited as a potentially key technology for contributing to reducing both energy consumption and
CO2 emissions from heating. For heat pumps, major European markets include Sweden,
Norway, Finland, Italy, Germany and France. Logistic S-shaped regression curves for all these
markets show that annual sales saturated around 2010, with the saturation level ranging between
65,000 (Finland) and 180,000 (France) units per year. Some of the reasons for diffusion are
common to these countries, most notably the oil price shocks of the 1970s, the availability of
cheap electricity, the presence of carbon prices, the lack of alternative heating fuels (such as
natural gas), and the provision of subsidies. But the technological trajectories also vary,
according to such factors as technical quality and appropriateness, manufacturer and installer
competence, consumer trust and awareness (helped by the establishment of certification
schemes), building regulations, and the rate of new construction.
The historical record of heat pump installation in these countries is then compared with
projected rates of installation in forward-looking decarbonisation scenarios, both in these
countries with ‘mature’ markets, and those with currently minimal heat-pump penetration, such
as Belgium, UK and Spain. The comparison shows that, although under the most ambitious
scenarios the projected rates of deployment are likely to be challenging, none of the rates of
deployment are without precedent in the countries with significant markets. However, whether
they are to be achieved depends on whether the ‘success factors’ that drove historic deployment
may be consolidated and strengthened in the mature markets, and whether lessons may be
learned from these markets and applied in the less mature markets examined.
From considering projections for heat pumps, INNOPATHS research then considered the
projections for wind and solar PV from some of the most widely cited European integrated
assessment and techno-economic models, in particular the reference scenarios from WEO,

2

For INNOPATHS work on decarbonising heat in buildings see Deliverable (D) 1.3, Section 4.5, p.67
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WITCH, PRIMES and ADVANCE3 programs) for wind power and PV capacity in Europe.
These were compared with the logistic S-shape functions fitted to historical data which describe
diffusion of these technologies in time. All the scenarios showed the penetration of solar PV and
wind increasing fast from 2000, but they also showed saturation of the share of these
technologies in terms of both the share of both capacity and generation from around 2040.
However, the saturation levels differed between the scenarios, with solar PV varying from
around 10-70% of capacity and 5-50% of generation, and wind varying from 20-30% capacity
and 20-50% generation [15] [16].4
Analysis of the representation of renewables in models can give a basic understanding of the
role that wind and solar can play for power sector decarbonization, but future analyses at higher
detail and with an explicitly dynamic approach are necessary to understand the timing issues
and coordination needs of managing the transformation towards a power system with high
levels of variable renewables. Similarly, the expected increase of interactions between the
different energy system sectors, be it through electromobility, heat pumps or hydrogen
electrolysis, has not been the focus of previous EU-scale scenarios, and thus needs detailed
explorations to inform policy makers and stakeholders about expected synergies and arising
bottlenecks.
In conclusion, this research has generated an enriched understanding of the plausible rates at
which energy transitions in Europe might take place. Clearly, history is no perfect guide to the
future, but historical evidence can be used both to a) develop stylised facts that help to validate
and explore scenarios, and b) ground expectations about future developments in the context of
what has happened in the past.
Many of the insights from the historical analysis are specific to particular technologies or
sectors. However, some broad findings across technologies can be drawn from the historical
work. First, it has shed new light on the hypothesis that diffusion accelerates as technologies
move from the core (first adopting) market to subsequent regions. The data collected for some
technologies appears to confirm the hypothesis (flue-gas desulphurisation; wind power; tractors)
whereas other examples show acceleration of the formative phase, but no acceleration in the
growth phase of diffusion (TRT, CDQ and continuous casting of steel). A ‘stylised fact’ such as
this hypothesis could be translated into modelling platforms that enable better representation of
technology dynamics. At present, models tend to assume that technologies are ‘ready’ for
deployment at a particular moment in time. They do not require technologies to undergo a
formative phase (or this is implicitly assumed to occur off- model). Developing an evidence
base that would a) allow inclusion of formative phases, and/or b) enable differentiation of
accelerated diffusion by technology might be valuable in informing future modelling exercises.
Second, unlike previous analyses, the work here has included explicit attention to technologies
that have received a significant “deployment push” from policy: FGD, heat pumps, PV, wind,
and a variety of alternative-fuelled vehicles. These technologies share a common characteristic
in their patterns of diffusion: the market share at which they ‘saturate’ is strongly influenced by
the continuation or removal of policy support. The analysis here shows that, while regulationdriven phases of deployment can be rapid, they also exhibit a stop-start pattern. When viewed at
broader spatial scales, and unless countries’ policy efforts are co-ordinated, the aggregate rate of
diffusion of such technologies is slower than would be expected when examining any given
country’s rate. This both suggests a simple stylised fact for models (e.g. within a technologyexplicit model, a policy ‘hiatus’ could be triggered where policy costs breach some threshold),
or provides suggestions for scenario design: e.g. models in which governments are less co3

For more details, please consult INNOPATHS Deliverable (D) 1.3, Annex 8.4, p.198
For more details, please consult INNOPATHS Deliverable (D) 1.3, Section 5, p.97
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ordinated see slower diffusion of technologies that are not cost effective in a reference case,
because each country will be expected to undergo ‘hiatus’ effects. In addition to these crosstechnology insights and emerging hypotheses, the work has provided some directly useful
comparisons of past with future, which enable some judgements about the plausibility of
specific scenarios.

3.6

Sectoral competitiveness and labour markets (D1.4)

Persistent questions arise in any consideration of the low-carbon transition as to its potential
effects on industrial competitiveness, and its implications for employment and labour markets.
INNOPATHS research in its Work Package 1 investigated both these issues (and will return to
them in Work Package 4).
In respect of industrial competitiveness there are two competing hypotheses, both of which have
been subject to considerable research effort, without, as yet, any definitive resolution between
them. The first hypothesis, known as the Pollution Haven Hypothesis, holds that environmental
regulation increases costs for affected businesses, which makes them less competitive compared
to foreign firms that are not subject to this regulation. Over time, more pollution-intensive firms
and whole industrial sectors will re-locate to less regulated territories, which will become
‘pollution havens’. The expectation under this hypothesis would be that exports from pollutionintensive sectors in pollution havens would increase, as would imports from these sectors to
more regulated regions, while production from these sectors in more regulated regions would
decline. The second hypothesis, known as the Porter Hypothesis, after Professor Michael Porter
of Harvard University, its original proponent, is that well-crafted environmental regulation can
increase the competitiveness of affected businesses by encouraging managements to innovate
and improve their overall management measures. This hypothesis would expect precisely the
opposite effect from the Pollution Haven Hypothesis.
INNOPATHS research in this area adopted an innovative two-stage econometric approach that
estimated the coefficients of a trade gravity model in the first stage and then, in the second, used
these coefficients to estimate the trade effects of environmental policy on sectors partitioned
according to the pollution-intensity [20]. The results of the first-stage estimation gave
coefficients broadly in line with such estimates elsewhere in the literature. The results of the
second stage estimation gave no support to either hypothesis. On these results, the Rule of Law
turned out to have a positive effect on trade, but the effect of environmental policy on importers,
and on exporters aggregated together, was insignificant. One counter-intuitive result was that
environmental policy seemed to be significantly positively associated with exports from
pollution-intensive sectors, which might be taken as some support for the Porter Hypothesis, but
a more cautious interpretation of the results as a whole is that environmental policy in its current
and past applications have not had a significant effect on trade. There is certainly no evidence
for the Pollution Haven Hypothesis.
With regard to employment and labour markets, a persistent argument in discussions about
climate policy is that such policy destroys jobs. Such arguments militate against the political
acceptability of climate policy. Previous literature has showed that, even though the aggregate
benefits of climate policies on labour markets are greater than their costs, the costs tend to be
concentrated in specific areas and sectors, and affect social groups that have been hit hard by the
great recession and international competition, while the benefits tend to involve the creation of
new sectors and industry that have so far limited political weight. Localized contextual effects,
such as peer group pressure, and politico-economic factors, such as weakened unions and
tightened government budgets, may amplify the strength and the persistence of the ‘job-killing’
argument [21].
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Empirical research under INNOPATHS investigated in detail the labour market impacts of
climate policy, by exploring the association between energy prices and employment
disaggregated by different workforce skills for 14 European countries and 15 industrial sectors
over the period of 1995-2011 [22]. Workforce skills were grouped into four categories:
managers, professionals, technicians and manual workers. Economic sectors were grouped into
six clusters, broadly differentiated by level of technology, environmental impact and exposure
to external shocks: 1) brown global low tech; 2) brown medium tech; 3) green global high tech;
4) exposed to automation; 5) black and exposed to multiple shocks; 6) black high tech. Initial
analysis showed that over the period hours worked had reduced in all groups, but most in groups
1) and 6), and the manual and low-education shares had also reduced in all groups. In contrast,
the shares of professionals, technicians and high education had all increased in all groups. The
capital intensity (ICT and non-ICT) of all groups had also increased, and the greenhouse gas
(GHG) intensity of all groups had declined. Import penetration had increased most in group 5)
and climate patents most in group 6). The analytical challenge was to differentiate the effect of
climate and other environmental policy on the different labour market groups from the effects of
other factors such as trade and automation.
Multivariate regressions showed that, conditional on other factors, hours worked in pollutingexposed industries (group 1) had declined over the period more than in other groups and that
hours worked were significantly negatively correlated with GHG intensity. Conversely, hours
worked increase with the share of green innovations used in the sector pointing to an important
channel to offset the employment decrease in polluting industries.
To assess the extent to which the employment decline in polluting industries is driven by
environmental policies, a shift-share instrumental variable design has been used to evaluate the
effect of the historical increase in energy prices, a proxy for the future increase in carbon prices.
While energy price increases did not have a statistically significant effect on total employment,
they have been skill-biased against manual workers and have favoured technicians. The longterm change in energy prices accounted for between 9.2% and 17.5% (resp. 4.2% and 8.0%) of
the increase (resp. decrease) in the share of technicians (resp. manual workers). Importantly, the
effect of energy prices on total employment turns negative and significant when the group of
high-tech green industries (cluster 3) is excluded. Overall, our results suggest that a negligible
total employment effect of energy price masks significant distributional effects across both
occupations and sectors. On the political economy side, these results go a long way to
explaining opposition to climate policies in places where there is a high concentration of manual
workers, although the negative effect of other factors (i.e. globalization) have been significantly
more important in explaining the historical decline in the employability of manual workers. A
policy implication is that climate policy should be accompanied by a labour market policy that
retrains manual workers as technicians in order to increase its political acceptability, but such
retraining is itself challenging to implement successfully.

3.7

Political economy of low-carbon transitions (D1.4)

Given the scale of structural change involved in decarbonisation, even if the aggregate effects
on the economy and employment are positive, it is inevitable that the change will give rise to
some negative effects. These may be sectoral, and likely to affect particularly high-carbon
economic sectors. Or they may be geographical, falling especially heavily on those places where
these high-carbon sectors are located, or they may be income-related, disproportionately
affecting those on low incomes. And disparities between households may be exacerbated if
measures to stimulate the take-up of low-carbon technologies favour the better off.
INNOPATHS conducted research into all these areas.
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Three geographical case studies explored the effects of past economic disruptions that had
negative effects on communities: the decline of tobacco growing in southern states of the US,
the cessation of asbestos mining in Quebec, and the decimation of cod fishing from eastern
coastal towns on Humberside in the UK, following the cod war with Iceland [23]. In the first
two of these cases, the analogy with fossil fuels is quite close, in that both involved products
that were damaging to human health. In each case there was a strong community sense of
identity with the activities which reinforced the economic interest which led the communities to
resist to the decline of the industries, and the managements both to contest the scientific
evidence of adverse health impacts and to lobby against policies that would hasten this decline.
The result was policy incoherence, with governments continuing to subsidise production of
tobacco and asbestos, even as they sought to restrict their use.
The fishing case is obviously different in terms of the health effects of the product, but there are
similarities with the other two cases in respect of the loss of identity felt by the communities
where the fishing industry was declining, and the failure of the government to attempt to
diversify the relevant economy in advance of the decline of their major industry, which could
have been clearly foreseen. In the event, in all three cases the cost to the government of picking
up the pieces of these industries once they had collapsed have been substantial, but of the delay
of these efforts the negative impacts on the affected communities have also been great.
One of the conclusions of the geographical case studies is: “Early efforts to identify such
communities, and to support their economic diversification, might be expected to reduce the
depth of political opposition to change in producer communities. For climate change policies,
this implies identifying regions with a high economic dependence on high-carbon activities, and
prioritising such regions for economic development investments in sectors that reduce the
regions’ dependence on those activities.” [23]
This research constructed a vulnerability index across regions of the European Union that
accounted for the extent to which their major economic sectors decline in a decarbonisation
scenario, their share of employment in such sectors, and their overall level of unemployment
and education [24]. The result of the research may be displayed as a map of Europe showing the
extent to which regions are likely to be negatively affected by decarbonisation (see Figure 3.3).
Policy makers would be well advised to pay special attention to the red areas of the map as they
pursue deep decarbonisation in Europe. The sectors included here are those related to fossil fuel
extraction and processing (including refineries), and internal combustion engine manufacture.
Relative vulnerability is also influenced by weak regional resilience: high pre-existing rates of
unemployment and low levels of education. These are also reflected in the resulting
vulnerability indicator.
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Figure 3.3: Map showing relative vulnerability across European NUTS2 regions, based on
expected declines in the high-carbon activities by 2030 in PRIMES model outputs [24]
Given the distributional impacts of decarbonisation, a movement has arisen calling for a ‘just
transition’. In one sense this is unobjectionable – few people would actively wish for an ‘unjust’
transition. But justice is a complex and contested concept. One person’s justice may be
another’s injustice. Some of the considerations of justice in this context are clear: it is unjust
that the negative effects of climate change should fall principally on those least well off in the
world who have done least to bring it about; it is just that those who have benefited most from
burning fossil fuels and become relatively rich in the process should bear the principal
responsibility for moving away from them; it is just that any costs of climate mitigation should
not fall disproportionately on the least advantaged. But beyond these broad principles the issues
of justice and injustice in respect of climate change and decarbonisation are not easy to
disentangle.
This is recognised in the series of papers on this topic produced by INNOPATHS, which
focused on the justice implications of key decarbonisation technologies: nuclear power in
France, solar power in Germany, electric vehicles in Norway, and smart meters in the UK.
Using interviews, focus groups and internet fora, one paper analysed these in terms of four
different ‘justices’: distributional, procedural, cosmopolitan, and recognition [25]. The work
identified 120 different ‘injustices’ in relation to how these technologies are being deployed,
relating to who is paying for them, who is affected by them, who is able to benefit from the
measures put in place to deploy them, and who is not able to benefit from them. Some of the
justice issues are well illustrated by nuclear energy. In France nuclear energy provided wide
access to cheap electricity (subsidised by taxpayers), but also fostered dependency on this
energy source which will negatively affect people as and when prices rise. It gave well-paying
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jobs to some but not to others, and boosted property prices while the plants were being built but
depresses them where plants face decommissioning. Current generations face the risk (albeit
small) of a potentially devastating nuclear accident, while future generations will need to bear
the long-term cost of waste management. In Germany the risk of accidents and the issue of
waste management contributed to the decision to phase out nuclear energy in favour of
renewables. The decision had huge negative implications for the workers in nuclear plants and
their communities, and for the companies that owned them (and therefore their managements
and shareholders). Germany now faces many of the same issues in respect of its decision to
phase out coal.
Another paper analysed the same research findings in terms of the “whole system,” examining
micro, meso and macro justice issues, depending on the level at which the impacts were felt
[26]. Many of the same issues discussed above arise: the creation of winners and losers at
different spatial and temporal scales, as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Whole systems energy justice impacts of four European low-carbon transitions [26]
Further research explored in more detail the issue of the public promotion of electric vehicles
(EV). Regressions carried out on German data under INNOPATHS confirmed that, not
surprisingly, more expensive vehicles were typically purchased by richer households, who also
tended to drive further – but that poorer households were closing the gap in kilometres driven,
showing perhaps the saturation of car use among richer households, but the desire to travel more
among less well- off households [27]. Under these circumstances it is also hardly surprising that
public financial support for the uptake of EVs, which currently tend to be more expensive than
internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, would favour richer rather than poorer households,
as found by other INNOPATHS research [28]. In fact, this was only one of many ‘energy
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injustices’ found by this paper related to distributive, procedural, cosmopolitan and recognition
injustices of EVs in the Nordic region.
While the distributional effects, especially the negative distributional effects, of decarbonisation
are important politically, and their mitigation is likely to be an important part of gaining
political acceptability for the measures through which it is promoted, decarbonisation also
brings many benefits. Most obviously there are the environmental benefits of carbon reduction,
and the oft-cited major co-benefit of reduced local air pollution that can go with the reduced
combustion of fossil fuels. Then there are the economic benefits deriving from low-carbon
innovation and the development of whole new industries around low-carbon electricity supply,
electric vehicles, low-carbon heating and, in the future, fuel cells and hydrogen. But there is a
broad range of other benefits too. Examining the same data that identified 120 injustices,
described above, INNOPATHS research [29] also identified 128 benefits in different categories
(economic (37), environmental (14), technical (31), political (16) and social (30)) from the four
major low-carbon technologies discussed above. Raising awareness about these benefits may be
as important a part of winning support for decarbonisation as seeking to compensate for
negative distributional impacts.
All this poses huge challenges for policy makers. Decarbonisation is bound to give rise to major
distributional effects, some of which will be perceived as injustices. As the researchers note:
“These injustices are inherently dynamic and relational and may be experienced differently by
different people in different places at different times, and sometimes negative impacts can be
unexpected or unintended.” [26] They might have added that what are perceived as injustices by
some, may be perceived as just outcomes by others, e.g the bankruptcy of German solar firms
provided employment for poorer workers in China and greatly reduced the cost of solar PV
panels for everyone. And then there are the co-benefits, which will similarly be experienced by
different people at different times in different places.
There is no solution to such conundrums that benefits everyone, and there will be difficult
political choices to be made. But it is surely right, as the researchers note, that “planners, policy
makers, practitioners, and researchers should nonetheless become more cognizant of the
potential for low-carbon transitions to create new – and worsen pre-existing – patterns of
injustice and inequality” [ee], and seek to mitigate them as far as is incompatible with the
overall justice imperative of decarbonisation.
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4 Synthesis Report of Work Package 2: Innovation for
the Energy Transition
4.1


Overall Narrative
Detailed case studies across a range of sectors utilising very different technologies indicate
that in all of them there is a feasible route for decarbonisation, but a wide variety of factors
need to be taken into account if this route is to be negotiated successfully
Labour market analysis for the energy transition needs to recognise that job and skill
requirements for a low-carbon future are different from the current jobs and skills mix, and
that the evolution of preferences for work and leisure will play an important role in how
economies will develop and therefore in their energy use and emissions
Spillovers and funders’ objectives play an important role in innovation. Analysing
spillovers may yield insights into the conditions that foster them, and the need to maintain
funding streams plays a role in the how technologies are perceived to progress
Innovation has taken place in the financial sector, resulting in both reductions in financing
costs, in the creation of new institutions (state investment banks) and changes in behaviour
in other financial institutions
Users have multiple roles in driving innovation
Business models for resource efficiency in food need policy support to scale up
Policy evaluations have yielded many insights into the effectiveness of decarbonisation
policies in respect of multiple environmental, economic and social outcomes









4.2

Sectoral and country case studies (D2.1, D2.4)

INNOPATHS researchers used case studies to analyse the key features, actors, barriers and
policies of the innovation system of key technologies in six key decarbonization sectors (Power
[1][2][3], ICT, Industry [4] [5] [6] [7], Buildings [8], Transport [9] [10], Agriculture [11] [12])
across four EU member states (the UK, Germany, Poland and Italy [13]) and the EU [14], as
shown in Figure 4.1.
Germany

Energy Management Chemical &
Petrochemical

Livestock Diet
Management
Solar PV

Italy

Biochar
Building Envelopes
for New Buildings

Poland

Electricity Smart
Meters

Biochar
Wind

UK

EU-Level

Livestock Diet
Management

Energy Management Steel Industry
Energy Management Chemical &
Petrochemical
Energy Management Steel Industry

Battery Electric
Vehicles

Light Rail Rapid
Transit

In depth analysis of EU-level actions/policies/approaches to each specific technology/process innovation

Figure 4.1: Case studies carried out in INNOPATHS
The case studies produced over 1,000 pages of text, the detail of which is important adequately
to communicate the main lessons learned. This Synthesis of the case studies contains, first, a
high-level summary of the main messages, followed by comparative analysis of the case studies
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under the main headings of the research framework within which the work was organized. The
titles of the case studies, with their authors, are listed in the Annex, which also contains a onepage summary of each one.

4.2.1 High-level summary of the case studies
The rich, comparative analysis of the case studies highlighted a few key messages on the key
features characterizing successful and unsuccessful technology transitions. The most salient
ones are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Cost plays an important role in innovation, but this role has an often-unacknowledged
duality. On the one hand, the availability of low-carbon technologies at relatively low cost
favours technology diffusion, although it does not per se guarantee it. On the other hand,
the cost of supporting technologies and infrastructure can also be a barrier to diffusion.
Cost reduction should therefore be a focus of research and development.
In most sectors, several technological configurations for decarbonisation are
available. On the one hand, alternative configurations allow technology to be applied
within different geographical, social, economic, and institutional environments. On the
other hand, the presence of different competing technological configurations may represent
a barrier to the widespread diffusion of certain low-carbon technologies.
A successful technology transition requires the concerted action of a diversity of
actors—state and non-state—at multiple scales—local, national, and supranational—
to shape innovation and transition dynamics. Another important insight regarding the
diversity of key actors in the low carbon transition is that relevant actors are not confined to
those within the borders of the nation state under study. Rather, innovation is an
international process.
Value systems play a very active role in shaping the way innovation objectives and
priorities are framed. Underlying values which may either support or resist
decarbonisation are a powerful force, which may determine the success of relatively costly
low-carbon technologies or hinder the deployment of cost-effective low-carbon options.
European level actors, policies and institutions play a crucial role in providing an
impulse for the sustainability transition. This is especially true in contexts where
entrenched opposing interests and lobbies threaten the development of low-carbon
innovation systems.
Successful innovation systems are those where many things “fall in place”, where
different sets of actors with overlapping roles and authority push for decarbonisation.
This at a minimum involves (a) the presence of a clear overarching, long-term, economywide strategy, with sectoral implementation, and clear and long-term political commitment
and credibility; (b) strong public investment in research infrastructure, and energy
efficiency, energy technologies and related topics; (c) highly supportive and wellfunctioning regulatory standards; (d) clear and facilitative governance arrangements and
mechanisms; (e) the provision of well-designed subsidy mechanisms (and other incentives,
such as high domestic carbon prices); (f) the clear support and buy-in from different
elements of the construction industry; (g) high public support, awareness and demand for
energy efficiency and low-carbon energy supply.

4.2.2 More detailed insights from the case studies
The case studies were carried out using a common framework developed within the project, to
allow a comparative approach, and based on a set of key questions/aspects loosely inspired by
the ‘functions of innovation’ approach. The elements of the innovation system identified in the
case study framework (and analyzed in each case study) are 1) technologies, infrastructures and
knowledge; 2) actors and networks; 3) institutions and policies; and 4) the functioning of such
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elements within the system. The main insights and lessons learned from comparing and
contrasting the different case studies are organized with respect to these three elements of the
innovation system.

4.2.2.1 Technologies, infrastructures and knowledge


R&D investments are a key component of successful strategies to promote low-carbon
innovation systems. This is apparent from all the case studies. For instance, the UK and
Germany, which are European leaders in terms of livestock management technologies and
approaches, invested heavily in fostering research (as well as international collaborations) to
study diet management as a promising way to reduce GHG emissions from the agricultural
sector. With respect to biochar as a mitigation option, there have been years of research
undertaken primarily by agronomists and engineers based in developed economies, which
has intensified over the past decade. This research has involved fruitful interactions between
academia and businesses. Technological progress played an important role in promoting
diffusion of EV cars both in the case of BMW and Fiat: in addition to a general push to
promote decarbonization of the transportation sector, increasing vehicle range, lowering
price, and improved performance all made a drastic difference in the ability to market the
two EV models. Large scale (public) R&D investment contributed to the development of
PV and wind technologies in the early stages of technology development. More recently,
learning-by-doing and decreases in material costs have driven cost reductions in these
technologies, while (private and public) R&D remains crucial for novel sub-technologies.
For instance, Germany’s Fraunhofer ISE has been focusing on increasing the efficiency of
silicon cells, as well as developing novel ‘multi-junction’ solar cells of semiconductors and
silicon, which can surpass the maximum theoretical efficiency of silicon only cells. The
energy systems division is working on balance of plant components such as inverters,
energy monitoring platforms and battery storage technologies. In Italy, 3SUN-ENEL are
developing bifacial heterojunction silicon technology, which promises efficiencies of 20%,
and a lifespan of 30 years. ‘Glass to Power’, which was founded at the University of Milan
Biocca, has been developing transparent solar PV windows. These have lower efficiencies
of 5%, but would be marketed for integration within buildings to maximise area coverage.



Conversely, where R&D investments are low, low rates of innovation and technology
diffusion are apparent, and the support of different actors within the low-carbon
innovation system is lacking. This is clearly shown in the energy management case study,
which argues that low R&D investment in energy-saving characterizes the iron and steel
industry.



The availability of low carbon technologies at relatively low cost favours technology
diffusion, but it does not guarantee it. In Italy and Germany, technology cost had a major
impact in promoting the deployment of PV, as its sudden drop due to learning-by-doing,
new entrants and lower material costs caused an upsurge in installations but also created
pressures on domestic manufacturers. This reduced the cost barrier from a consumer
perspective because cheaper solar panels were available. This also created new barriers and
challenges for domestic manufacturers, as the cheaper solar panels were produced abroad.
In contrast to the relative success of Germany and Italy, notwithstanding lower technology
costs, the diffusion of solar installation in other European countries is not currently
comparable to that of Germany or Italy, and is far from being line with what would be
needed to reach stated mitigation objectives. Cost reductions were also a key factor in the
case of wind. In this case, however, the apparent substantial reductions in costs were to not
so much to lower material costs or learning-by-doing, but rather to policy learning leading
to the use of auctions to allocate contracts, as had been pioneered in countries including
Brazil and Mexico. This can be seen as a successful example of overcoming a knowledge
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barrier in terms of successful design of policies. Smart meters, along with the surrounding
metering infrastructure, have reached a stabilization phase – both the technology of
semiconductor meters and its technological surroundings (data transmission and processing,
communication technologies etc.) is mastered. But while the European Smart Metering
market is growing, the old (traditional) metering solutions are still dominant in a majority of
national markets. Indeed, the diffusion of smart meter systems has been progressing at
various rates across the Member States since 2001, when the large-scale roll-out started in
Italy. At the end of 2017 there were 9 Member States where the smart meter roll-out has
reached more than 50 percent of household consumers. Still, there were 5 Member States
with no smart meters introduced in mass-scale. Similarly, several high efficiency building
envelopes are available and demonstrated, some of which have relatively low cost. Yet,
among the countries analyzed only Germany and, partly and more recently, Poland, are
witnessing increased diffusion of these technologies. This clearly illustrates that technology
cost is not the sole driver of technology diffusion, and does not guarantee success in the
development and strengthening of low-carbon innovation systems.


The cost of supporting technologies and inherited infrastructure can also be barriers,
and should therefore be the focus of investment in research and development. For
example, the intermittency of solar and wind energy have so far created challenges for grid
balancing, and if storage technologies are high cost this can curb the growth of renewables.
In this specific case, barriers may be starting to reduce, as it seems that the levelised cost of
electricity from a home PV-battery system in Germany has fallen below the average retail
price of grid electricity, creating an economic incentive for users to store excess electricity
for their own use at a later stage. Infrastructure barriers are also important in preventing
high rates of technology diffusion, which affect particularly the case of the electricity sector
as renewable resources can be geographically clustered, which creates challenges for bulk
transfer of power. The UK’s focus on offshore wind could lead to transmission challenges if
large quantities of power connect with the onshore network at a small number of specific
points. However, there are opportunities for sharing and coordination of infrastructure
planning with other northern European countries, that may enable more efficient use of
infrastructure and smoothing of renewables output. Technology of smart metering is
mastered and therefore it does not have any impact on the success or failure of the smart
metering roll-out. On the other hand, telecommunication technology, a pool in which smart
metering operates, is challenging in some cases. In Germany, a main barrier and a failure
factor, is related to the certification of the smart meter gateway, which should enable inhouse communication with other meters and smart devices as well as communication with
external eligible third parties, such as grid operators, utilities, parties responsible for grid
balancing, or any other third party that requires consumers´ consent. The main challenge
seems to be the high data security standard. Similarly, in the UK, due to prolonged
development of common communication standards and central data management system,
until 2017 suppliers were unable to provide customers with smart meters which would stay
in a smart mode when the supplier changes. As a result, 70% of smart meters already
installed will not be smart when customers change their energy supplier and will have to be
replaced again or at least updated. In Italy there were no major technological, infrastructure
and knowledge barriers, and Poland is still in too early a stage of roll-out to have such
challenges.



In most sectors, several technological configurations are available. For instance, several
livestock feeding mitigation options are available, all of which are at different level of
maturity. Such strategies range from ensuring forage quality and precision feeding, which
are considered a best practice, to the use of essential oils and tannins as additives to forage,
which is past the pilot phase but not yet widely diffused. This is also the case for different
type of solar and wind sub-technologies, which are considered relatively more mature due
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to their higher current deployment. Yet, some configurations and sub-technologies are
extremely novel also in this sector, such as the case of off-shore wind farms or bifacial or
heterojunction solar cells configuration. Also, with respect to smart meters, several
configurations are available on the market. In at least one specific case (Poland), the roll out
of smart meters is driven by voluntary bottom-up initiatives of Distribution System
Operators (DSOs). This raises concerns regarding interoperability of the different
technological solutions.


Different technological configurations need to be adapted to the different
geographical, social, economic, institutional environments which characterize the
different EU member countries. For instance, certain approaches and technologies for
livestock management which are deployed in countries like Australia are not directly
relevant for European countries, in which the majority of livestock does not graze in large
and dispersed pastures. Similarly, high-efficiency building envelopes and their varied
designs have been demonstrated and applied for several years. However, the level of
diffusion varies. In Germany, their status may broadly be classified as in early diffusion. In
Italy, Poland and the UK, they may be largely considered in demonstration stage. This is
partly due to the nature of building envelopes being a collection of technologies that may
applied in varied configurations and specifications, rather than a single ‘plug and play’,
discrete technology with a clear set of characteristics, and relies on a broader set of
contextual factors. In this specific case, two principal barriers for deployment can be
identified. First, a lack of economic (or regulatory) incentive; high-efficiency building
envelopes typically available only at (sometimes substantially) higher cost than lowefficiency envelopes. Second, a general lack of knowledge and skills within the various
elements of the construction industry, alongside knowledge and demand from building
owners and/or occupiers. In the case of ICT, several different smart meters are available in
different European markets.

4.2.2.2 Actors and networks
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Behavioural aspects, consumer acceptability, value systems and the active role of users
in the innovation system, are crucial factors which contribute to the “success” or
“failure” of actions promoting a specific low-carbon technology or the decarbonization
of a specific sector. If negative they may significantly slow the diffusion of
technologies, even if they are market-ready and low cost. In the case of livestock feeding,
the acceptance of certain technologies and feeding strategies, such as additives, or
vaccination, is far from being well-established, and may indeed prove to be a barrier that is
particularly hard to overcome, as it would require widespread education and information
campaigns. In order words, even if the technologies were available, cheap (or subsidized)
and ready-to-deploy, the public may still refuse to select the final product (in this specific
case, meat and, most likely, dairy products) from treated animals due to (perceived) health
concerns. Along similar lines, in the case study of the transport sector, one of the key
factors for the success of the Docklands Light Railway (DLR) in London was high levels of
travel and mobility demand, with a Light Rail Transport (LRT) system being far superior to
cars in the congested area of the Docklands development zone. Value systems also play a
strong role in the way energy policy objectives and priorities are framed. This is clearly
evident in the case of Poland and the UK. In Poland the government has framed wind farms
as ‘alien’ to Polish heritage. Similarly, the UK’s history gives it a particular perspective on
European cooperation. Such emotive framings can potentially feed into discussions on
energy, which has a long history of being framed in terms of national autonomy and selfdetermination.
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If many actors share a low-carbon vision for a given sector, technology diffusion and
deployment are more likely to succeed. Commitment by several actors and local bodies to
light rail mobility was one of the key success factors in the DLR case study as well as in the
successful diffusion of EV cars. This is even more apparent in the case of high-efficiency
building envelopes in Germany: the vision and expectations for the Energy Concept, and
their implications for the buildings sector – including the need for high-efficiency envelopes
for new buildings – were shared by all key actors. The Federal and regional (Länder)
governments both played important (and potentially decisive) roles in a variety of ways,
alongside other public bodies, such as public research institutions and the KfW, a national
public interest bank (and more local iterations, the Länderbanks). Independent research and
advocacy institutions – such as the Passive House Institute – have also played a role.
Germany has a strong network of public research institutions, including the Helmholtz
Association and Fraunhofer Society, both of which have strong themes of energy and
energy efficiency, and which engage in collaboration with the private sector for research,
knowledge exchange and education. The KfW appears to have been crucial in encouraging
the diffusion of high-efficiency envelopes for new buildings, through the provision of
various well-designed subsidies. The three principal German trade associations for the
construction industry are in favour of stringent energy-efficiency requirements for new
buildings and actively work to encourage high-efficiency construction, whilst the Federal
Chamber of Architects is in favour of efforts to further extend the stringency of such
regulations. Trade associations for skilled building crafts offer a range of training and
education courses on energy-efficient construction, often in collaboration with a network of
training centres and universities, contributing to a relatively strong and reliable supply chain
and skills base. Social and professional landlords, which own around 35% of the housing
stock in Germany, along with representatives for tenants, are also publicly in favour of
high-efficiency buildings (both new and existing). Public support for the Energy Concept is
strong, as is awareness of climate and energy-related issues. All such actors appear to have
contributed to produce a relatively successful diffusion of high-efficiency building
envelopes in Germany. Similarly, around 800 Photovoltaic Energy Cooperatives
(“Photovoltaik-Genossenschaften”) in Germany have also played an important role in
supporting PV from the community level because they enable ‘like-minded people’ to
‘come together to initiate solar power plant projects, often together with municipal decisionmakers, public institutions and regional banks. Investment risk and operator know-how are
bundled through the cooperative’. In the case of biochar systems, a central role is played by
several national or regional biochar associations, in bringing together different stakeholders,
acting as a knowledge hub and, developing and administering voluntary certification
schemes that will greatly facilitate future biochar legislation.



If a given innovation system lacks a strong “champion” supporting low-carbon
technology development, low-carbon technology diffusion will likely be extremely slow
or, worse, fail. This is evident in the case of high-efficiency building envelopes in Italy and
Poland, where, with the exception of few Italian regional governments, there is relatively
little focus in public institutions on energy efficiency in new buildings. There is also little
apparent focus on energy efficiency in new buildings from other actors concerned with the
construction of new residential properties, although some actors are involved with
associated EU-instituted research projects and initiatives, particularly concerning
construction-related skills. In Poland, trade associations for construction materials and
envelope components principally focus on opportunities for export. In the UK, there is a
substantial focus in public institutions regarding decarbonization of the economy, with some
focus on energy efficiency in the buildings and other sectors. This is driven by the unilateral
legally-binding emission reduction targets set by the 2008 Climate Change Act. There is
relatively little focus on energy efficiency matters across the various elements of the
construction industry, from architects to tradespeople (except from construction products
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and component manufacturers). In the UK, a high proportion of new residential properties
are built speculatively by large developers, which have a focus on reducing ‘red tape’ (i.e.
regulation) to encourage an increased rate of housebuilding, and often actively lobby against
stringent energy efficiency regulations (and see regulations that do exist as maximum, rather
than minimum standards). Comparison of the diffusion dynamics of smart meters across the
four countries analyzed also supports this conclusion: the role of Enel in the Italian case was
instrumental in starting the smart meters roll-out (for reasons unrelated to climate concerns)
and to rally others actors to support this novel technological development.


Entrenched opposing interest and lobbies slow the progress of low-carbon innovation
systems. For instance, industry lobbies play a key role in slowing the diffusion of solar and
wind electricity. In Poland the high level of state ownership in the coal sector means the
government of any party is particularly entwined with this sector. In both cases, these
factors give this incumbent technology a strength which is hard for renewables to shift.
Even in Germany, which has been characterized by widespread support for renewables, the
coal sector has considerable influence due to the employment which is dependent on it.
Large incumbent energy companies are still significant in all four countries analyzed, being
responsible for the vast majority of supplied electricity. Yet, in Germany the share of the top
four companies in the electricity sector dropped from 95% in 2004 to 76% in 2015 due to an
increase in small size producers and new entrants (BNetzA, 2016). In Poland, five
companies supply 74% of generation; but within the onshore wind sector state-owned
utilities own only 19% of capacity. Campaigning groups have a role, including those who
campaign against wind turbines. Such groups have had substantial impacts on policies in
both UK and Poland. Whereas in the UK the focus of the objections was typically on the
aesthetic impacts on the landscape, in Poland there were additional layers in that the
turbines were sometimes associated with money-making schemes of corrupt land owners, or
with non-national elements.

4.2.2.3 Institutions and policies
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To successfully promote low-carbon, novel technologies, local and national policies
need to be in place. Such policies must provide clear financial incentives for actors in
the innovation system and be predictable, yet adjustable. The electricity case study on
solar and wind clearly shows this point in the cases of Germany and Italy. These countries
saw substantial success in the creation of domestic markets for solar PV, leading to very
rapid rates of installation, especially during the years 2008-2012. In both cases, the market
was stimulated by feed in tariff-type instruments that guaranteed an attractive price per unit
of energy produced over a period of typically 15-20 years. Yet, the strength of the market
resulting from these generous policies encouraged international producers, especially in
China, to invest in mass production of solar panels. This contributed to driving down the
costs very rapidly, rendering the subsidies over-generous by the falling prices.
Notwithstanding this broad picture, some degree of policy learning has been achieved. The
use of degression rates that ratchet down the subsidy level as a function of deployment are
now increasingly used in conjunction with feed-in tariff type subsidies. These are able to
keep subsidies in check with expected falls in cost that occur with increased production, but
in a manner that avoids sudden shocks and the resulting boom and bust dynamic. The Polish
wind case study very clearly demonstrates the importance of market formation policies on
renewable energy deployment. From the perspective of policy consistency and clarity
towards the support and deployment of wind power it is primarily a failure case as a result
of political opposition to the technology. Similarly, the success of the two EV case studies
considered shows the key role of policies in support of decarbonization efforts. Also in the
case studies on the transport sector and on high-efficiency building envelopes the role of
national and local policies emerges strongly. The California’s Zero Emission Vehicle
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mandate played a key role in promoting sales of both electric vehicles, as did the master
transport planning strategies for London for the Docklands. Similarly, the Energy Concept
is supported by all main political parties in Germany, helping maintain stability and
continuity of overall strategy and associated policy. Furthermore, the regional Länder
governments also appear to have played a key role, with many using their ability to set
policy targets, strategies and policy details, such as building regulations, to a higher
ambition than national requirements.


When financial incentives are not apparent, and policies do not provide them,
innovation is slow. In the case of livestock feeding, for instance, there is large potential for
methane reduction from improved new feed additives, but overall mitigation capacity and
technology deployment will be limited if farmers do not realize the potential in terms of
economics benefits. Without financial incentives, mitigation potential is not a strongenough motivation for farmers to change their behaviours and incur (perceived) extra costs.
Financial incentives are not fully perceived also in the case of energy management in the
steel and iron sector. This is one of the cases where significant benefits may be left
unexplored because businesses are not aware of the potential savings available through the
application of these technologies and practices.



Conversely, when incentives are present, innovation speeds up even in absence of
strong policies. In Italy, the successful roll-out of smart meters started by ENEL (DSO) in
2001 showed the benefits of the new system. This resulted in the introduction in 2006 of a
mandatory requirement by the Italian regulatory authority for all DSOs to reach 95% smart
meter penetration among low-voltage customers by 2011. In Italy, smart metering started
when no instrument existed on the market. It was a voluntary action of the largest DSO,
motivated by revenue protection. Then, on the basis of positive experience, an obligation
scheme was set by the regulatory authority.



Responsibilities for setting standards and for monitoring need to be clearly assigned to
given actors in the innovation system. This is the case, for instance, for the German
experience with high-efficiency building envelopes. Responsibility for housing construction
at the national level, including explicit mention of energy-efficient construction, is now
clearly vested in the Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building and Homeland (BMI), with
responsibility for delivering different aspects of the Energy Concept (including those related
to buildings) clearly delineated between certain federal agencies, with co-ordination
delivered through dedicated fora.



If responsibilities are not clearly assigned, even polices which have a stable and
adjustable design may not be effective. This is the case, for instance, in Italy and in the
UK for high-efficiency building envelopes, where the lack of clearly assigned
responsibilities played an important role in limiting their diffusion. At the national level in
Italy, primary responsibility for housing is with the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport,
however many aspects of housing policy are under the jurisdiction of regional governments.
Regional governments are able to introduce policies and mechanisms autonomously, but
within guidelines set at the national level. Some regional governments contribute to
encouraging energy-efficiency in new residential construction, such as early application of
the Italian Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB) definition, but this is relatively
uncommon. In the UK case, housing policy is the responsibility of the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government, with energy (including energy efficiency policy) the
remit of the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy. Local governments
are responsible for enforcing building regulations (including minimum energy performance
standards) for new buildings. Local authorities have the ability to set local energy efficiency
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requirements. However, there has been confusion and a lack of clarity over the extent to
which that has been and will remain the case. Various energy-related publicly-funded
research bodies, institutions and consortia exist, but there has been relatively little focus on
the efficiency of new residential building envelopes.


Governing parties and coalitions hostile to the decarbonization process have
significantly limited the effectiveness of climate-related and decarbonization efforts.
The present government in Italy is largely hostile to ambitious climate and energy policy.
This translated into weak efforts to implement and monitor an otherwise relatively advanced
national regulation in the case, for instance, of increasing energy efficiency in building
envelopes. In terms of design and content, the overarching energy and climate policy
framework in Italy is provided by the National Energy Strategy, which sets actions to 2030
in line with the EU’s long term 2050 ambitions, and largely seeks to implement EU
requirements. Minimum energy performance requirements for new buildings include
maximum u-values for envelope components, which vary according to climatic zone (from
relatively low stringency in the warmest climatic zone, to relatively high stringency in the
coolest, re-enforced by other elements of the calculation to meet wider energy performance
requirements). Yet, few regional governments implement more stringent requirements, and
some had no minimum requirements prior to 2005, when the initial Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive came into force in Italy. No subsidies for energy-efficient construction
are available at the national level (except briefly in 2010), and few are available from
regional governments. A similar insight is also presented in the case study of light transport
in Poland: where reality of the matter is that policy support does exist, but only on paper,
while reality shows that implementation and policy push for change are weak.



Failing to monitor a well-designed policy will lower the chances of successfully
promoting low-carbon innovation systems and their functioning. One clear example of
the negative impact of lack of monitoring on the success of low-carbon innovation systems
is provided by the case study of high-efficiency building envelopes in Poland, where
diffusion of these novel technologies is largely driven by bottom-up efforts. Overarching
energy policy in Poland is set by a policy document published every four years since 1997,
the current (adopted) edition of which covers policy strategy to 2030, and a strategy
document published in 2014 on energy security and the environment. With respect to
energy efficiency of new residential buildings, its ambitions largely reflect requirements set
by EU policy. In fact, minimum energy performance standards for new residential buildings
are relatively stringent, and become more so by 2021 in order to meet Poland’s defined
NZEB definition. Regional governments are responsible for enforcing high-efficiency
buildings envelopes regulation and those for Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs).
However, compliance (via EPCs) is not routinely checked, and very few have been
requested for validation (many of which were found to be incorrect, resulting in the experts
producing them losing their authorization to do so in future). Similarly, in the UK, local
authorities are required to monitor compliance for building energy efficiency, but no central
record of compliance rates kept. Evidence suggests there is a relatively high rate of noncompliance with energy efficiency regulations, due to poor understanding of regulations,
and a lack of appropriate skills and enforcement measures.



EU policies provide a strong framework within with to foster low-carbon innovation
system. This role is particularly crucial when (a) not all the elements of the innovation
system are present or support the transition or (b) national policy is too weak. In the
case of high-efficiency building envelopes, for instance, EU regulation has played a
relatively strong role in Italy and Poland with regard to improving the energy efficiency of
new residential buildings, in particular the requirement and criteria for setting (increasingly
ambitious) minimum energy performance requirements under the Energy Performance of
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Buildings Directive (and its recasts), but also the broader framework of GHG emission
reduction and economy-wide energy efficiency targets. EU-funded initiatives such as
BUILD UP Skills, and other energy-related research funding, are also relatively prominent
in these countries. However, Italy and Poland remain unsuccessful in deploying highefficiency building envelopes due to a general lack of national-level commitment. In this
context, the role of EU level policy has been of pushing national government towards
actions that they would otherwise not have undertaken. In the UK, the level of minimum
energy performance standards for new buildings are likely driven by EU requirements,
despite issues with compliance in practice. Conversely, EU regulation played a much
smaller role in Germany. There, domestic ambitions, requirements, incentives and
investment largely exceed those required by EU membership. Success was in significant
part due to the provision of subsidies and ancillary factors, such as relatively high domestic
energy prices, but also a long history of public investment in basic and applied research in
order to develop and reduce the cost of the component technologies and techniques.
Furthermore, the lack of knowledge and skills within the various elements of the
construction industry has also been targeted and addressed to a significant degree by the
mechanisms for knowledge exchange between research and industry, widespread provision
of appropriate training and skills development (delivered by both public and private
organisations), and industry experience. Public awareness of climate, energy and energyefficiency issues, and demand for action to address these issues, is high amongst the
German public. In the case of biochar systems, lack of regulation and policies (rather than
wrong regulation and policies) has been holding back the development of strong innovation
systems. Yet, EU level policies are expected to have more impact in the years to come. To
begin with, the new Fertiliser Regulation, in which biochar is mentioned, holds the promise
that in three years’ time there will be a clear regulatory framework for biochar at the EU
level. To kick-start the biochar system, there is wide consensus that the EU (as well as
national governments) will need to put in place appropriate policy support. Furthermore,
carbon pricing is expected to play a crucial role in the upscale of biochar technologies,
which are known, but used at too small a scale to be meaningful in terms of decarbonization
efforts. But there are signs and trends suggesting that things may quickly change, and
progressively greater diffusion can be expected for later years. In the case of energy, the
Renewable Energy Directive (RED, 2009/28/EC) is the basis for the EU’s 20% renewable
target. This has provided a clear driver for all countries to promote renewable energy in
order to remain in compliance. Member states are required to produce National Renewable
Energy Action Plans (NREAP) to set out how they will achieve compliance. These have
undoubtedly had a strong impact on the rapid deployment of renewables, especially in
Poland and Italy. However, for some countries, longer-term national level instruments –
such as the UK’s Climate Change Act and Germany’s Energiewende – would likely have
driven these levels of deployment even without the RED. Yet, as Poland and Italy reached
the targets early, this was used as a justification for the removal of subsidy mechanisms,
after the target had been reached. This is potentially problematic as it can result in member
states creating stop-start dynamics, which are not helpful for the longer term. Possible
alternatives could be for the EU to try and move towards longer-term targets or objectives,
to help cement near-term targets, such as the 2020 renewables targets, within a much bigger
transition. For example, modelling suggests that Europe must ultimately achieve zerocarbon electricity, potentially by the 2040s, depending on the scale of ambition. If this was
translated into a longer-term requirement for all member states, it would give them a reason
to develop appropriate policy frameworks, and discourage the cutting of policies once shortterm goals had been met. Another significant EU-level activity for the energy sector is the
Energy Union agenda. One of the outcomes of this agenda could be increased integration of
markets, and harmonisation of pricing. This could facilitate more bulk flows of energy
across borders, and also open up the increased incentivisation of local energy and peer-topeer trading.
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The case studies for agriculture and ICT show substantial inertia in innovation
systems when there is no EU policy to provide a common framework. As argued in both
case studies on the agricultural sector, EU climate policy has focused on many sectors
(including most notably energy, and industry, transport, or buildings), but not on the Land
Use, Land Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF) sector. In very practical terms, the authors
argue, DG CLIMA and DG AGRI need to cooperate closely to come up with a consistent
climate mitigation policy covering all sectors including agriculture and the LULUCF sector.
An additional layer of complexity stems from the fact that the EU Common Agricultural
Policy gives member states much discretion in the implementation of policies, so
cooperation between the relevant national authorities is needed too. It is important that the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) continues to look at questions related to sustainability
and reduction of emissions in the agricultural sector, not solely leaving initiatives to
member states. Finally, agriculture is one of the sectors covered by the Effort Sharing
Regulation (ESR) which foresees a reduction of 30% in ESR emissions by 2030 compared
to 2005. Furthermore, the EU plays a crucial role especially in term of fostering and
funding large research collaboration across European Institutions. In the case of smart
meters, the EU-level innovation system and its regulations played a positive role in terms of
providing an impulse for the development of a technological innovation system at the
national level. However, these impulses from the EU have not ensured that the national
regulations for smart metering systems are implemented in such a way that a clear and
consistent regulatory framework is created, which would set interoperability, data protection
and security standards as well as competition for the best solutions. In Germany, the lack of
a precise EU-level standardisation framework encouraged the regulators to introduce their
own set of regulations, which in turn has contributed to significant delay of the roll-out. In
Poland, the lack of detailed EU-level regulations concerning obligation schemes for DSOs
has resulted in delays in finalisation of design and implementation of such regulations. On
the other hand, the EU-level regulations and the positive Cost Benefit Analysis result for the
smart meter roll-out in Poland have directly contributed to the development of bottom-up
initiatives of DSOs in the area of smart metering deployments. In the UK, lack of a precise
EU-level standardisation framework encouraged the regulators to introduce their own set of
regulations covering only a part of the innovation system, with limited consideration for
ensuring interoperability. This in turn has contributed to significant technical difficulties
with the roll-out. In the case of the transport sector, and especially the EV case studies, EU
policy and regulation did appear to have a central role, yet it was supportive of the change
promoted by the other elements of the innovation system and acted more as a further
support element rather than a driver.



The presence of “countervailing” policies and pressure threatens the development of
low-carbon innovation systems. This is clearly evident in the case study on light rail
transport in Poland, in which the institutional approach to transport and mobility from
policy makers and local authorities is to encourage cars and road-based passenger mobility.
For Poland, policies promoting cars and roads erode the viability of light rail transport. This
is also the case for the deployment of high-efficiency new building envelope. Housing
policy in Poland is governed by the Ministry of Investment and Development, with energy
efficiency policy largely the remit of the Ministry of Energy. Although local authorities are
responsible for granting construction permits and ensuring compliance with buildings
regulations, they are not permitted to set energy efficiency standards that exceed national
requirements. Similar to Germany, Poland has a national public interest fund (NFOSiGW),
but with a focus on environmental protection. However, no funds are now allocated to the
construction of energy-efficient envelopes for new residential buildings. Along similar
lines, regulations restricting the siting conditions of onshore wind farms were effective in
substantially curtailing the installation of onshore wind in Poland. In the case of livestock
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feeding, the uncertainty around Brexit and the prospect of trade tariffs are slowing the
progress of British farmers. Exiting the EU will add transaction costs on the feed sector for
both farmers in the UK and in the rest of the EU, and particularly Irish farmers. It could also
undermine future collaborations with other EU countries, which are significantly behind in
this respect.

4.2.2.4 Broader insights on the functioning of the innovation system


If all three of the components of the innovation system (technologies, infrastructures and
knowledge; actors and networks; institutions and policies) are present and work together
towards a specific goal, low-carbon innovation deploys successfully. The case studies on
the transport sector argue that innovation takes place successfully in the presence of
polycentrism: the push for decarbonization at different levels: global, technological and
corporate. For example, the success in the diffusion of BMW and Fiat EV cars can be
ascribed to a supportive policy and institutional environment, the availability of EV
technologies, and the commitment of two firms who decided to strongly invest resources in
manufacturing EVs, even if the 500e began as a compliance car. Similar considerations
emerge from the case study on high-efficiency building envelopes for new residential
buildings in Germany, which represents a relative success as compared to the other three
national case studies. A range of factors are important in supporting decarbonization and
technology deployment, including (a) the presence of a clear overarching, long-term,
economy-wide strategy, with sectoral implementation, and clear and long-term political
commitment and credibility; (b) strong public investment in research infrastructure and
energy-efficiency and related topics; (c) highly supportive and well-functioning regulatory
standards; (d) clear and facilitative governance arrangements and mechanisms; (e) the
provision of well-designed subsidy mechanisms (and other incentives, such as high
domestic carbon prices); (f) the clear support and buy-in from different elements of the
construction industry; (g) high public support, awareness and demand for energy efficiency.



Conversely, when two out of the three components are not present, or strong enough,
low-carbon innovation does not deploy successfully. Polycentrism is clearly lacking in
the case of light rail transport in Poland, which lacks any real support beyond a single pilot
project, but also in the case of the deployment of high-efficiency building envelopes for new
residential buildings in Italy, Poland and the UK, which are considered to be largely failures
due to the absence, or relatively weak presence or functioning of key elements of the
innovation system. Similarly, in Germany, the major push for the smart meter innovation
system development comes from the Federal Government and its agencies. Yet, the
prolonged certification process of smart metering gateways by the British Standards
Institution (BSI) – required by law to greenlight the mass roll-out of smart meters – plays a
crucial role in the delay of smart meter implementation in Germany. Over-regulation is thus
the main reason for failure in this case: the market faces delays in certification of smart
meter gateways and cannot start the roll-out. Also, in Poland, lack of an obligation scheme
as well as a legally adopted product standard results in a failure of the smart meter rollout.
In this case, failure in the deployment of smart meters can be ascribed to the lack of
regulatory obligation, resulting from non-existing management from the government. The
Polish market is driven by voluntary bottom-up initiatives of DSOs, which are however
limited in their scope. Despite the positive results of the cost-benefit analysis, the Ministry
have not set any plan that would push other actors to the full-scale roll-out or would ensure
interoperability of technological solutions and their cybersecurity. In the UK, the improper
sectoral standards resulted in lack of interoperability between meters installed by different
suppliers. As a result, 70% of smart meters already installed will not be smart when
customers change their energy supplier and will have to be replaced or at least updated.
Italy represents at clear success in the deployment of smart meters. In this case, a market-
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based motivation (revenue protection by the largest DSO) was enough to start the roll-out,
without any other policy measure. Yet, overall, the other elements of the innovation system
did not counteract such market-based motivation, rather they reacted relatively fast to help
build a supportive environment.


The deployment of low-carbon technologies, even if successful, may entail significant
transitional costs, or trade-offs with other societal goals. In the case of PV deployment,
the success in creating a European market demand stimulated production in the global
supply chain. As already discussed, the strength of the market in countries such as Germany
and Italy encouraged international producers, especially in China, to invest in mass
production of solar panels, which contributed to driving down the costs very rapidly. In
addition to making German and Italian subsidies over-generous due to rapidly falling costs,
this also meant that the domestic manufacturers that had hitherto been supported by market
creation policies, began to lose out, with many going out of business. Thus, a success in
market creation led to a failure in the attempt to stimulate a domestic industry, due to
international dynamics. Hence, in both Germany and Italy the impacts of these market
dynamics had significant implications for domestic manufacturing industries. In addition,
one aspect of good governance is fairness, and the issue of a fair distribution of costs is of
great significance, whether between industry or domestic users, or between the more
affluent who can afford solar panels, and the less affluent who cannot. For instance, in
Germany, industrial users are given certain exemptions to the added energy costs of
renewable support policies, in order to support German industry; however, this leaves the
small domestic consumer with a greater share of the burden. Decarbonization policy should
therefore seek to lower the transitional costs of decarbonization for European societies and
economies, and in particular for households on low incomes and for those sectors which are
highly exposed to the international market, competition and dynamics. Indeed, an important
finding from the case studies is that innovation is an international process, and that relevant
actors are not confined to those within the borders of the nation state under study. For
instance, the dynamics unveiled in the EV case studies clearly go beyond national and
European burdens. Some of the heaviest experimentation with livestock feeding is being
carried out outside the EU, and particularly in Australia. International actors are key in the
renewables case studies, both in terms of manufacturers of renewable technologies and in
terms of countries investing in supporting technologies such as large-scale batteries. In the
case of solar PV, for instance, highly significant actors are Chinese manufacturing
companies, as 8 of the top 10 global solar PV companies are Chinese. In the case of wind,
European companies remain more prominent in the international innovation system. The top
10 global onshore wind manufacturers include 5 European companies.

4.2.3 Conclusions on the case studies
By mapping actors, policies and institutions within each innovation system, the case studies
have identified many of the major technical and nontechnical challenges to decarbonisation, and
highlighted a series of important policy-relevant insights regarding more or less successful
solutions to energy transition challenges. Among the key insights emerging from the analyses, a
clear role for the EU stands out with respect to the support and fostering of low-carbon
innovation systems. Sectoral and global EU decarbonization policies are necessary to provide a
coordinated approach to selective innovation investment in areas where potential for
comparative advantage still exists. Finally, a major EU contribution is more generally that of
making the political argument for the overall benefits of coordination and cooperation of
countries within Europe, in spite of rising trends of political nationalism of which Brexit is one
of several examples.
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4.3

Labour markets, spillovers and the framing of innovation
(D2.5)

Labour dynamics, spillovers and the framing of technological innovation and evolution are key
aspects of the innovation process which are relevant for the energy transition, and which will
need to be appropriately accounted for and managed for the success of this process. The
Summary considers each subject in turn.

4.3.1 The evolution of green jobs and skills
In Work Package (WP) 1 of INNOPATHS research on labour markets explored the potential
effect of climate policy (proxied by energy prices) on employment in the EU. It found that while
the overall effect of such policy was broadly neutral overall, there was a significant labour
market bias in the jobs that were created (which tended to favour technicians) and lost (which
tended to be concentrated more among manual workers).
INNOPATHS work on labour markets continued from WP1 [15] by asking the following
questions: i) To what extent can EU jobs be classified as green5? ii) What are the sectors that
rely on green jobs the most? In which sectors are abilities and competencies related to green
jobs better exploited? iii) How did the greenness of EU jobs change over time? The research
focused on five economic sectors (agriculture, forestry and fishing; manufacturing; electricity,
gas, steam and air conditioning supply; construction; transportation and storage) in a sample of
fifteen European countries.
The first question was addressed by developing a taxonomy of green jobs for Europe by
matching information on green task content of jobs provided in the US Occupational
Information Network (O*NET) with the occupational data in the EU Labour Force Survey (EULFS) to overcome the lack of data on greenness of jobs in Europe, by identifying tasks and
skills with jobs. A ‘job’ or ‘occupation’ consists of a set of different tasks, which are the units of
work activity that produce some output. To perform a set of tasks, the worker will rely on a set
of “skills” (i.e., competencies), which are the endowments of capability that allow the task to
get done. This methodology can be described as follows:
a) The computation of greenness and skills by occupation in the US. This step effectively
reproduces the methodology adopted in Vona et al., (2018) and Vona et al., (2019) to
compute a greenness indicator and to define the skills content of an occupation, using
the most recent version of the O*NET database;
b) The computation of greenness and green skills by occupation in the EU. This step
requires matching jobs in the US, which are classified using the US Standard
Occupation Classification (SOC) classification, to jobs in the EU, which are classified
using the International Standard Classification of Occupation (ISCO) classification;
c) The computation of greenness and green skills by sector in the EU member countries.
This step entails attributing EU jobs to specific sectors within the EU;
d) Descriptive analysis of how EU green jobs correlate with more stringent environmental
policies (proxied by energy price and EPS), with emissions reductions (i.e., CO2
emissions embedded in trade) and with innovation (i.e., patents application and their
stock) either at the sector or at the national level.
The results of this analysis show that greenness in European jobs is rather low on average across
sectors and countries. For example, Construction jobs have the highest average level of
5

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) identifies a green job as a decent job that contributes to
preserving and restoring the environment
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greenness in the EU at 9%, with Utilities jobs following with an average greenness level of
7.4%. Manufacturing is the third greenest sector, scoring 5.8%.
Figure 4.2 shows the sectoral greenness indicator trend for 2008-2014 in the Construction sector
for countries with emissions higher than the EU emission average (left panel), which tend to be
the larger countries, and those with emissions lower than the EU emission average (right panel),
which tend to be the smaller countries. The figure shows an increase in the greenness indicator
for the Construction sector for all countries: for the EU as a whole, greenness in 2014 was more
than double that in 2008. The greenness of jobs has also increased for both groups of countries
in transportation, but for the other three sectors the picture is more mixed, with job greenness
increasing in some countries and falling in others.
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Figure 4.2: Greenness trend by selected by NACE Rev.2 Sections. 2008-2014, 2008=100. Data
Source: Onet 23.1 and EU Labour Force Survey (2014) [15]
In terms of the correlation between greenness in jobs and environmental policy, the results are
indeterminate. While there is small positive association between greenness and energy prices
(on average, a 1% increase in energy prices is associated with 0.04% increase in greenness),
when the regression is conditioned on value added, the coefficient associated with energy prices
is no longer significant. Similarly, greenness is also positively correlated to an indicator of
environmental policy stringency, but when conditioned on each country’s gross domestic
product, the estimated association is negative. However, neither of these relations is significant.
Moreover, both sectorial value added and country GDP correlate negatively with greenness.
With regard to greenness and innovation (measured through the patent stock and patent
applications), the results show that there is a positive but insignificant correlation at the sector
level.
The policy implications of the low-level of greenness of jobs in most sectors are that, even if
low carbon technologies are available, there will be a significant gap to fill with respect to the
level of green skills which the EU labour force currently possesses. This may clearly hinder the
deployment of such technologies and reduce the EU’s ability to meet stringent decarbonisation
targets. It seems, however, that the level of greenness in construction, at least, has increased
over time. Further policies would seem to be needed for other sectors to have the labour skills
required for the green transition.

4.3.2 Working time, leisure time, the use of energy, and emissions
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In the last 70 years, in developed countries, preferences for time allocation between market and
free time have been evolving with the increase in prosperity. But the changes have been
different and cannot be explained by the growth in GDP alone. A large part of the world, the socalled fast-growing countries, are now entering a phase where preferences for time allocation
will potentially change in a dramatic way. This will have a large impact on the expected growth
of these countries. Producing long-term growth projections for these fast growing countries is
all the more important as the demand for natural resources, as well as increases in emissions,
will largely come from these countries.
Labour in integrated assessment models (IAMs) is often based just on the assumption that the
population of a country or region is all active in production. This is clearly simplistic and
abstracts from real-life factors such as unemployment, the difference between the economically
active and the total population, and country differences in preferences for leisure or paid work,
and how these factors change over time. Another strand of INNOPATHS research [16]
incorporated into the IAM WITCH employment and long-term preferences over time allocation
for different regions of the world, and assessed their long-term macro implications.
Since the beginning of industrialization, working hours have declined from about 3000 hours
per year to about 2000 hours by 1960, and further to between 1500 and 1800 hours per year as
of 2015. This trend is projected to continue in the short term, implying higher values of leisure.
This effect is highest in countries which have high values of leisure preference. As shown in
Figure 4.3, Europe shows the highest value of leisure preferences followed by the USA while
African and South Asian countries show the lowest value.

Figure 4.3: Calibrated leisure preference parameters across the WITCH regions [16]
Data was collected on different population cohorts, unemployment rates, educational
attainment, and tax rates in order to calibrate the model at the country level. All data has been
aggregated to the WITCH 17 regions6. The voluntary employment or free-time preference
6

Brazil, Canada, China, Europe, India, Indonesia, Japan/Korea, Latin America/Caribbean, Middle East/
North Africa, Mexico, Oceania, South Asia, South-East Asia, South Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa,
Transition Economies (TE), USA
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coefficient is then calibrated based on statistical and projected data from the United Nations, the
International Labour Organisation and the OECD. Based on this labour-enhanced WITCH
model, scenarios were implemented under different assumptions about the labour market and
leisure preferences. Six scenarios were implemented. These comprised a reference case (REF)
with three variants (REF default: the standard WITCH model; REF labour: the extended model
including active labour and unemployment; and REF leisure: the extended model including
active labour and unemployment, with in addition labour/leisure preferences endogenously
solved in the optimization); and a 1.5oC scenario with the same three variants (1.5deg default;
1.5deg labour; and 1.5deg leisure).
While the dominant trend over time has been a reduction in working time, in some regions
future decisions between work and leisure result in increased working time. This leads in the
REF leisure scenario to GDP gains of about 6% by the end of the century compared to the REF
labour scenario. This in turn leads to a 4% increase in total primary energy and 3% higher
emissions. In the 1.5deg leisure scenario, on the other hand, transportation demand is reduced
due to higher total gasoline prices while electricity demand (generated by renewables) from
buildings increases. The consideration of leisure preferences, with stringent climate policy,
hence results in a slight reduction in emissions by 2100.
The results of the model shed light on the interplay between climate policies and demand for
labour through changes in the wage and leisure dynamics. While implementing differences
between skill levels is challenging in IAM models, this work shows that it is feasible, which
means that the general equilibrium framework can be used to assess the impact of differences in
labour in general on the energy mix and emissions. Further availability and global coverage of
skill sectoral and greenness indicators will enable different types of skills to be implemented
more effectively in an IAM. Future research building on this model could link employment with
energy system transformation, labour productivity changes, and the skill dimension. Moreover,
a changing retirement age resulting in different active population scenarios could be analysed.

4.3.3 Patent and spillover analysis
Innovation in clean energy technologies is central to achieving a net-zero energy system. Given
the urgency of climate change mitigation, policy makers and managers of public research
organizations are interested in how to best support innovation in clean energy technologies. One
key determinant of technological innovation in clean energy technologies that have been
underexplored is the transfer or integration of external knowledge, i.e., of knowledge spillovers.
One stream of INNOPATHS analysis in this area [17] investigated the fragmentation of the EU
innovation system in the field of renewable energy sources (RES) by using patent data to
estimate the intensity and direction of knowledge spillovers over the years 1985–2010. The
research studied the degree of integration of EU countries’ RES knowledge bases by showing
how citation patterns changed over time. The results from the analysis point to some key pre2000 weaknesses of the EU15 RES innovation system, which is shown to be geographically
localized and highly fragmented. More specifically, inventors from any EU15 country rely more
on domestic innovation than on knowledge produced from other EU15 inventors.
However, since 2000 the EU RES innovation space has become more integrated, with EU RES
inventors increasing their patent citations of patents from other member countries and
decreasing citations of domestic inventors. Furthermore, the EU strengthened its position as a
source of RES knowledge for the US, indicated by a post-2000 increase in the number of US
citations of EU work, and a decrease in EU15 citations of US. These results are not driven by
Germany (the top EU innovator in this area), but rather by other EU14 countries, and they
capture an increase in knowledge flows which goes above and beyond what could be expected
by an increase in collaborations. Nor are they merely the result of an increase in the quality of
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more recent EU RES innovation (though this may also have occurred). Furthermore, the
patterns of decreased fragmentation are shown to be peculiar to the strategic field of RES and do
not apply to other comparable technologies (either from the energy field - efficient fossil-based
technologies – or radically new – 3D, robot technologies, IT and biotechnologies). This
provides persuasive evidence that the higher integration was brought about by an intensification
of the EU support for RES, which came about at the turn of the century after the signing of the
Kyoto Protocol which led to a number of significant EU policy initiatives in the field of climate
and RES.
In addition to this work on patents, INNOPATHS research performed a systematic evaluation to
understand the role of technology spillovers from other sectors in specific areas of the energy
sector and, most importantly, to understand how those spillovers took place [18]. The
motivation of this research was that, while technology spillovers have been widely recognized
as motivators for policy and enablers of innovation in general, most of the work trying to
understand spillovers relies on patent citations, such as the work described above. While
previous analysis of spillovers using patent citations in broad technological areas and, more
recently, in specific technologies (e.g. solar PV and lithium-ion batteries) allows researchers to
understand at a high level what industries broadly have contributed to patents that are cited in
other patents and that have been classified under particular technology categories, this approach
does not allow researchers to understand how the spillover took place. In other words, there was
a gap regarding the policy (or otherwise) mechanisms that can enable spillovers.
To understand at a more granular level where spillovers come from (beyond industries) and
what enables them, this research investigated the key breakthroughs that enabled the
commercialization of lithium ion batteries (LIB), identified which ones can be classified as
knowledge spillovers, and determined how they came about. LIB were selected both because
they can play a major role in decarbonizing both the transport and power sectors, but also
because of the major cost-reductions that have been seen over the past 30 years.
The research carried out a qualitative case study of spillovers in LIB innovations based on a
literature review on the evolution of LIBs and on spillovers and an elite interview campaign
with R&D/industry experts and key inventors in the LIB field.
The research identified seven key breakthrough LIB innovations and showed the extent to
which breakthroughs have resulted from the integration of knowledge from a variety of sources
(i.e. different areas of technologies, sectors and scientific fields); often a spillover only
happened because of a combination of different sources. Different mechanisms and enablers of
underlying spillovers in LIB innovation were identified, including public research funding that
enabled researchers to follow interests that diverged from those of their host group or
institution, and the interdisciplinary structure of education and research teams. The research also
identified a set of levers for decision makers in policy, academia, and industry who want to
facilitate spillovers in LIBs and other clean energy technologies.
Four different mechanisms were identified as to how spillovers can happen. First, spillovers can
occur because people (e.g., inventors) change their technological field or sector, or have moved
between different scientific disciplines. Second and relatedly, spillovers can occur because
people (inventors) receive interdisciplinary education, nurture interdisciplinary interests or work
in interdisciplinary groups. Third, spillovers occur because of communication or contact
between individuals. Fourth, access to conferences and reading of publications, such as
academic papers, industry reports and press releases, as occurred with LIB innovation can also
help to acquire external knowledge. These mechanisms were facilitated by five enablers: the
structure of public funding in some cases, which provided freedom of search; the existence of
interdisciplinary education and exchange programs; the management and organization of R&D
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groups; firms working across multiple sectors; and public and policy interest in and awareness
of an issue.
Of course, not too many general conclusions can be drawn from a single case study of a
particular technology with specific characteristics, the development of which was interpreted
through the recollection of those partly responsible for bringing it about. And, while it may be
possible with hindsight to identify the multi-disciplinarity and spillovers which enabled the
development of the technology, this is of limited help in identifying what might be important
synergies in the future. But some of the findings are likely to help policy makers create the
condition for future innovation: funding freedom for researchers to pursue their interests in a
wide-ranging way, opportunities for disciplinary cross-fertilisation, open knowledge transfer
and exchange, and agile companies alert to new market and technical developments. Fostering
such conditions should increase the likelihood of innovation taking place and being successfully
commercialized.

4.3.4 Framing technological innovation and evolution
A key part of the innovation process is research and development (R&D), which sometimes
requires substantial resources. In order to attract these resources, researchers need to have a
persuasive story about the likely benefits of the research for funders. INNOPATHS research
investigated these stories – the way the researchers framed their work – for two leading research
institutes (National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in the USA, and the Fraunhofer
Institute for Solar Energy Systems (Fraunhofer ISE) in Germany), who were specialising in
research on two competing solar photovoltaic (PV) technologies: Fraunhofer ISE on crystalline
silicon (c-Si) and NREL on various thin film technologies [19]. To some extent their choice of
these technologies was determined by their funding sources: NREL largely publicly funded by
the US Department of Energy, which is interested in supporting breakthrough technologies; and
Fraunhofer ISE largely funded by industry, which is more interested in incremental
technological improvement. In order to maintain and increase their funding over time both
institutes needed a narrative that would convince their respective funders that their technology
was likely to be a commercial success and generate the desired return on the funders’
investments. The focus of the research was to analyse the influences on and characteristics of
these narratives.
The researchers found that the narratives emphasised different timescales over which the
technologies would be successful: indefinite future, definite future, present and past, and
characterised these in respect of the technologies respectively as potential, prospect,
performance and progress (the framing dimensions). Major influences on the framing of the
technology and its development were exerted both by its evolution and by its level of maturity.
The research found that technology’s maturity influenced the timescale that tended to be
emphasised, while the narratives changed over time depending on how the technologies evolved
(in particular whether that evolution was perceived to be positive or negative), and that this
influenced both the terms in which that evolution was described: positive evolution led to the
conclusion that the money had been well spent, uncertain evolution led to the narrative of good
future results dependent on certain conditions being met, while a negative evolution might lead
to a concession of strengths of the competitive technology followed by a reassertion of the
institute’s own technology’s merits (with conclusion, conditioning and concession being called
in the paper the framing tactics). Figure 4.4 illustrates the researchers’ model of strategic
framing, using these terms.
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Figure 4.4: Model for the strategic framing of technology [19]
The competition between the technologies was able to continue over a considerable time (from
the 1970s to the present), because both technologies were subject to enormous improvements
(cost reductions and increased efficiency) over this period, but the fact that c-Si maintained
slightly lower capital costs and slightly higher efficiencies meant that by 2013 it had 90% of the
market. But it is still possible to make the argument that the thin film technology has greater
potential for cost reduction, and therefore could overtake its competitor in the future, so that by
emphasising the potential of this less mature technology (as in Figure 4.4), the funding stream
for its research can be maintained.

4.4

Innovation in the financial sector

Note: The Deliverable for all the research in the area of finance will be submitted as D4.3 as
part of Work Package 4. However, in this Synthesis Report the work is synthesised on the basis
of the work carried out and papers produced related to each work package.
The cost reduction in wind and solar PV in recent years is well known, but this has normally
been thought to be due to technological improvements. The role of lower-cost financing,
through innovation in the financial sector, has been largely overlooked, partly due to lack of
data. INNOPATHS research collected financial data on 133 German onshore wind and solar PV
projects to analyze changes over time [20]. The main research method undertaken was
interviews with finance professionals, who were asked for both quantitative and qualitative data
about the projects in which they had been engaged. The paper identified separately the cost of
debt and the cost of equity to compute an overall cost of capital (CoC). Between 2000 and 2017
for both wind and solar PV the cost of both debt and equity declined substantially. A number of
reasons were identified for this change: learning, standardization and increased competition in
the renewable energy finance industry; support policies, improved technological reliability and
greater data availability about technology performance; and low interest rates in capital markets
and low-cost bank financing. The new dataset enabled experience rates to be calculated for three
financial characteristics: debt margin, debt service coverage ratio (DSCR) and loan duration. All
these factors served to reduce the financing cost of wind and solar PV. Given the significant
share of financing cost in the cost of energy from these capital-intensive energy sources, this
reduction contributed significantly to the reduction in the Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE)
from these sources over this period (as detailed in section 3.3). It is important for policy makers
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to realise that reductions in the cost of financing have played an important role in the overall
cost of these technologies (i.e. the reductions have not been purely due to technological
learning), and to be aware of the drivers that have brought this about. In particular, an increase
in interest rates would significantly raise the financing costs of wind and solar PV compared to
fossil-fuelled electricity generation (because they are more capital-intensive), and therefore have
a serious impact of their relative competitiveness. The importance of financing costs in the
overall cost of these technologies means that policy makers should give the conditions for lowcost financing their serious consideration, in particular in maintaining the consistency and
credibility of policy.
Financial innovation has also taken place in the banking sector. INNOPATHS research has
investigated three aspects of this: how innovations for sustainable finance may be integrated
into the multi-level perspective (MLP) innovation theory (with an empirical focus on state
investment banks (SIBs)) [21]; the multiple roles of SIBs [22]; the politics of the establishment
of SIBs [23]; and a wider focus on how multi-lateral development banks have shifted their
investement portfolio to support the energy transition towards decarbonisation [24].
The MLP theory of innovation sets out a three-level perspective in which incumbent regimes
and systems come under pressure from two sources: from above, through shifts in broader
societal pressures and orientations (the landscape); and from below, through the development
(in niches) of new technologies, institutions and social practices. The landscape pressure for an
energy transition is coming from the need for decarbonisation. The niche pressures come from
the low-carbon technologies, and the institutions and human behaviours that are presing for
their development and large-scale deployment.
The mainstream financial sector is very much part of the regime. The 56 interviews with
developers, investors and experts conducted through this research identified numerous reasons
why low-carbon niches find it difficult to access the finance that they need to grow, including
the usual policy, technical and commercial risks, but also extra risks due to the novelty of the
technologies concerned, and the inexperience and lack of capacity in the financial sector to
assess these risks [22]. SIBs have been part of the response to remove the barriers to the
development of these niches that these risks represent. Through their various interventions (see
Figure 4.5) they have sought both to transform the niches so that they ‘fit and conform’ to the
regime practices of the financial sector, and to ‘stretch and transform’ those practices so that the
sector becomes better able to deliver the financial services that the niches need. The primary
interventions by SIBs shown in Figure 4.5 enabled the wider financial sector to learn how to
deal with these new niches by co-investing with the SIBs, while they also enabled the niches to
build a track record, both of which led to the creation of trust in the ability of the niches to
deliver an acceptable risk-return combination, so that investment could flow more easily to
them. Through its empirical work with three state investment banks (the German Kreditanstalt
fuer Wiederaufbau (KfW), the UK Green Investment Bank (GIB) and the Australian Clean
Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC)) the research indentified in detail how these banks had
managed to reduce or remove investment barriers to onshore wind farms, large-scale solar PV
developments, and energy efficiency and small-scale renewables projects (KfW), offshore wind
farms, waste-to-energy and bioenergy plants (GIB) and large-scale solar PV installations
(CEFC) [22].
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Figure 4.5: Interventions from state investment banks that increase flows of finance to lowcarbon niches [21]
The introduction of SIBs may not be politically unproblematic, depending on the level of
political controversy around climate change in the country concerned. Thus, in the UK, the
relatively smooth introduction of the GIB in 2012 reflected the high level of consensus around
emission reduction goals there, while the partisan political debate around climate change,
reinforced by thee strength of the incumbent fossil fuel industry, led to a far more contested
introduction of the CEFC in Australia in 2013 [23]. However, despite the success of the GIB,
political hostility to state ownership of corporations led to its sale to the Australian bank
Macquarie in 2017, only five years after it had been founded, since when it is not clear whether
and to what extent it has managed to play its early role of reducing financial barriers to lowcarbon developments. However, interest in green SIBs has certainly grown since the
establishment of GIB and CEFC, such that the Green Bank Network now has members, in
addition to CEFC and the Macquarie Green Investment Group, from Japan, Malaysia, Bulgaria,
India, and some US states.
Another major source of investment in energy technologies is multilateral development banks
(MDBs) and INNOPATHS research explored their relative investment in renewable and fossil
fuel power generation technologies, and how this has shifted over time, the results of which are
shown in Figure 4.6 [24]. It can be seen that the share of fossil fuels in MDB financing peaked
in 2009 and 2010, but fell consistenyly from 2013, such that by 2015 only some investment in
gas remained. With respect to renewables, investment in hydropower has always been
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significant, but fell from 42% in 2006 to 14% in 2015, while investment in non-hydro
renewables increased from 13% in 2006 to 42% (of a much larger number) in 2015.

Figure 4.6: Annual total financial commitments to power-generation technologies by MDBs,
2006-2015 [24]
Note: the MDBs here include: World Bank Group (WB), European Investment Bank (EIB), European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), Asian Deverlopment Bank (ADB, African
Development Bank (AfDB), the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB the Development Bank of
Latin America (CAF) and the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB).

MDBs have both public and private investment arms, with the public arms making loans to
governments. Figure 4.7 shows the split between public and investment from the MDBs by
technology. What stands out is that private investment in renewables tends to have been greater
than public investment, and most renewables investment has taken place in Europe. The coal
share reflects the historic emphasis on coal shown in Figure 4.7, which suggests that the
investments in 2013-2015 would show a very different technological profile.

Figure 4.7: Total financial commitments to power-generation technologies by branches of
regional MDBs, 2006-2015 [24]
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4.5

User-driven innovation and new business models (D2.3)

INNOPATHS research investigated two important, but often neglected, topics in the energy
transition: the role of users as active innovators, and the potential of new business models to
support the energy transition.

4.5.1 User-driven innovation
Users of products are often depicted in the more or less passive role of consumers. But they
have also been characterised as more active participants in the innovation process, as userproducers, user-legitimators, user-intermediaries, user-citizens and user-consumers. In the take
up of new low-carbon technologies, users may be incentivised to play one or more of these
roles, and the policies and the behaviours they encourage, may have impacts on others, which,
developing some of the work in WP1, may be analysed in terms of justice.
Researchers explored the justice implications of the deployment of three key low-carbon
technologies in three different countries: electric vehicles (EVs) in Norway, smart meters in
UK, and solar PV in Germany [25]. In each case the governments of these countries have had
large-scale, and expensive, programmes to stimulate the uptake of these technologies. In each
case there have been beneficiaries from these policies, and those who have suffered, or may
suffer, detriment.
The most obvious justice issue focuses on who pays for these incentive schemes, and who
benefits from them. In the case of Norwegian EVs it is the taxpayer; for German PV and UK
smart meters it is all electricity customers. But in Norway EVs are still relatively expensive so
that the subsidies for their purchase benefit the better off who buy the cars, and then get various
perks such as preferential use of bus lanes and parking, or reduced taxes. And in Germany only
those with spare capital can buy solar PV and benefit from the feed-in tariffs, which are paid for
by all electricity consumers. And the smart meters in the UK are also paid for by all electricity
consumers, but only those who can interact with the technology, or who have the right kinds of
smart meters, can get the benefits of reduced energy use from, for example, time-of-day pricing.
The electricity suppliers are likely to benefit by not having to employ meter readers, but whether
they will share these benefits with customers remains to be seen.
Another key low-carbon technology, which was explored in some detail in WP1, is heat pumps
(of various types and configurations including the two most popular types of air-source and
ground-source heat pumps), and a further paper on this topic explored the different roles of
users in the take-up and spread of heat pumps, through case studies of two countries with very
different experiences of heat pumps: Finland and UK [26]. In Finland early userexperimentation with heat pumps in the 1970s led, with ups and downs, to a substantial number
of users in the 2000s, with users particularly switching to them from relatively expensive oilbased heating systems. In contrast, similarly early user-experimentation in the 1970s was
overwhelmed by the widespread installation of gas infrastructure using newly available North
Sea gas, so that the vast majority of households now have relatively cheap gas heating which
heat pumps so far have almost totally failed to displace. However, while the relative economics
of heat pumps in the two countries has undoubtedly been important (in Finland, 8/14
interviewees were motivated to install their heat pumps to save money, but this was true for
only 3/14 interviewees in the UK), other user-roles have also played a significant role in the
success of the technology in Finland. The authors conclude: “The development of an active user
base, performing a range of functions from user-producer, to user-legitimator, userintermediary, user-citizen and user-consumer is perhaps a more stable predictor [than policy] of
a successful transition process. Users’ role is not only salient in helping to start up transitions,
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and adopting new dominant solutions and integrating them into their lifestyles, but also in
contributing to the acceleration process.”

4.5.2 New business models
This research stream focused on the extent to which policy, and especially city-level policy,
does or can support new business models that lead to decarbonisation of the food sector (which
is responsible for some 20-30-% of global greenhouse gas emissions), with a special focus on
food waste [27]. Businesses to provide low-carbon and resource-efficient food and prevent food
waste in in Berlin, London and Warsaw were analysed to highlight policy drivers and barriers to
business. The purpose of this analysis was to assess how city-level (and where relevant, sub-city
level) authorities have used their ability to set and use strategy, policy and other support to drive
or inhibit the development of business activities concerned with low-carbon and resourceefficient food.
136 businesses (41 in Berlin, 54 in London, 41 in Warsaw, both profit and non-profit) were
identified and sent a survey asking them about details of their business and about the roles that
different kinds of city-level policies and initiatives have played for the development of their
business activities. Businesses were also asked to list the three city-level policies and initiatives
they would like to see prioritised to help grow their low-carbon and resource-efficient activities
most effectively. The survey was followed up with interviews with both business
representatives and policy makers. Responses to the survey were quite low (Berlin 6, London 9,
Warsaw 4), so the results of this work should be treated as only indicative. The businesses
responding to the survey were predominantly small (<€100k turnover, with few employees),
although some claimed to be seeing fast growth, and established fairly recently (within the last
10 years).
The food and food waste policy landscapes (EU, national, sub-national) in each of the three
cities is relatively complex, although the priority given to these areas differs in the different
cities. Evidence from Berlin, London and Warsaw suggests that low-carbon and resourceefficient food business activities have been growing. Each of the three cities has some form of
high-level strategy of relevance to low-carbon and resource-efficient food, either directly or
indirectly, and with varied levels of coverage (ranging from a small focus on information and
education surrounding sorting of domestic waste streams in Warsaw, to a relatively
comprehensive set of strategies in London). However, it appears that such strategies have little
direct impact on the development of related business activities. They do, however, appear to be
helpful in providing an overarching framework to help guide policy, and as such remain
indirectly useful.
Although some direct investment in low-carbon and resource-efficient food business activities
and R&D is available in Berlin and London, they appear to have been relatively unimportant to
the business activities that exist. However, there was general agreement by stakeholders in all
three cities that an increase in the availability and use of such funds would be beneficial,
particularly for the development and trial of innovative business models and activities.
Taxes on negative activities (e.g. environmental taxes and charges), particularly in the form of
the Landfill Tax – a national-level policy in the UK - have been successful in London,
particularly in diverting food waste from landfill and towards anaerobic digestion, but also in
incentivising businesses to find alternative, less expensive routes of disposing of food that
would otherwise be considered waste, such as to food waste to food recycling companies. An
increased focus on such a financial incentive is suggested by stakeholders in all three cities.
This is likely to be assisted by future requirements on landfilling, as set by revised EU
legislation.
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However, this incentive appears dampened – in all three cities – by regulation related to the
definition and hygienic treatment of food surplus generation, collection and treatment, in
particular. On the opposite side of the coin to environmental taxes and charges, tax relief for
positive activities related to low-carbon and resource-efficient food is not available to
businesses in Berlin, London or Warsaw (at either a city or national level). Stakeholders in both
Berlin and London suggest that the introduction of such relief, in some form, would also be
beneficial.
The provision of in-kind support to and infrastructure supportive of such businesses has also
been relatively limited in all three cities. However, in some instances such support has been
available, particularly regarding the provision of public land for the (commercial, but also noncommercial) production of food, and stakeholders in all three cities cite an increased provision
of such infrastructure within the city as beneficial for the growth of such businesses.
Although public procurement activities appear to have had a negligible effect on low-carbon
and resource-efficient businesses in Berlin and Warsaw, they have been a broadly positive force
in London, with a focus on fresh and local food (from a requirement to source food with full
traceability). Given the scale of public procurement in cities, and the size of the potential market
for low-carbon and resource-efficient food business activities it may generate, stakeholders
(particularly in London) suggest refocusing procurement criteria and processes to take
advantage of this would be highly beneficial.
Business advisory services are present in both Berlin and London, of which some businesses
taking part in this study (particularly in London) have taken advantage, with positive outcomes.
Stakeholders in these cities are broadly in favour of maintaining such services in the cities.
However, some stakeholders advocated integrating low-carbon and resource-efficiency (broadly
defined) issues and requirements into all business advisory and incubation services, and into any
public investment, and also establishing proactive ‘one-stop-shop’ business advisory services
focused on low-carbon and resource-efficient food. This is underpinned by a common belief by
stakeholders in all three cities that there is a substantial economic incentive already present for
both existing and new businesses to adopt low-carbon and resource-efficient food activities, but
there is a broad lack of awareness of such incentives. Stakeholders in London also suggested
that processes to connect businesses together to explore collaborative opportunities have been
successful, and further action would generate yet additional benefit.
Alongside existing economic incentives, stakeholders in all three cities emphasised the role of
consumer demand for low-carbon and resource-efficient food (or lack thereof) as a key driver
(or barrier) to the adoption of associated business activities. As such, the was broad agreement
of the need for further policy to raise awareness amongst consumers and the general public (and
in Warsaw, regarding issues such as separating domestic waste streams to facilitate the separate
collection of food waste). This includes the use of both general public awareness campaigns, but
also more specific initiatives, such as prizes and awards for businesses adopting low-carbon and
resource-efficient business activities (which stakeholders in both Berlin and London suggested
have been useful to development and awareness of these activities).
Overall, stakeholders across all three cities are in broad consensus that the role of public policy,
at any level of governance (EU, national or city), has been relatively limited in encouraging the
development and adoption of low-carbon and resource-efficient food business activities, which
have instead been driven largely by a combination of market incentives and consumer demand
(although it was targets set by the EU’s Landfill Directive, which provided the motivation for
the Landfill Tax in the UK, for example).
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Stakeholders, particularly in both London and Warsaw, were broadly positive regarding the
outlook for such businesses in the future. Nonetheless, there is broad agreement that further
policy action – such as those elements discussed above - could do more to encourage and
facilitate a rapid adoption of such business activities in existing and new organisations.
Explicitly linking the role of low-carbon and resource-efficiency to the healthy food policy
agenda may also allow for increased exposure and policy attention. However, there is broad
recognition that, in line with the food system itself, the policy question is complex. Overall,
stakeholders across all three cities agree that, although with limited impact so far, further policy
action, backed by increased political commitment, would be beneficial.

4.6

Evaluating policies for decarbonisation (D2.2, D2.6)

A substantial literature now exists which evaluates the many policies that have been introduced
in recent to bring about decarbonisation. INNOPATHS researchers carried out a systematic
literature review of the environmental, technical and socio-economic impacts of such policy
instruments [28]. The key evidence from the review was coded into the online tool DPET
(Decarbonisation Policy Evaluation Tool). This tool is under continuous development and the
report below describes its status at the time the relevant Deliverable (D2.6) was submitted to the
European Commission (late 2019).
The research developed a categorisation of the most common decarbonisation policies, under
the three headings: regulation; economic instruments; and soft instruments. Regulation included
(1) codes, standards and mandates in which actors are required to undertake specific measures
and/or report on specific information and (2) obligations schemes and quotas for regulatory
instruments which regulate output. Economic and financial instruments included (a) direct
public investment, which directly stimulates the creation of a market for low-carbon energy, (b)
fiscal/financial incentives, which operate by changing the relative incentives associated with
investments in fossil-based as opposed to low-carbon energy, and (c) market-based policy
instruments, which effectively put a direct or indirect price on emissions. Soft instruments
included (i) performance labels which refer to mostly eco-labelling procedures for products, (ii)
information campaigns designed by energy agencies, environmental bodies or governmental
departments, and (iii) voluntary approaches. Under these headings 10 detailed policy
instruments were evaluated, as shown in Table 4.1.

Regulatory instruments
Codes/standards/mandates
Obligation schemes / quotas
Building codes (16)
Renewable energy obligations or portfolio standards (23)
Economic and financial instruments
Direct investment
Fiscal / financial incentives
Market-based instruments
Government
procurement
(16)

R&D
funding
(21)

Feed-in
tariffs /
premiums
(31)

Auctions
(20)

Taxes and
tax
exemptions
(33)

GHG
emissions
allowance
trading
schemes
(34)

Green
certificates
(26)

White
certificates
(13)

Table 4.1. Decarbonisation policy instruments included in the DPET (Deliverable 2.6)
Note: numbers in parentheses denote the number of papers reviewed which evaluated these instruments

Evaluations from the literature of the impact of these instruments were extracted in respect of
seven outcomes under four headings: effectiveness (environmental and technological),
efficiency (cost-effectiveness, innovation incentives), relevance (competitiveness), and socioPU
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political acceptability (distributional effects, other socio-political impacts), which were assessed
according to the indicators in Table 4.2.

Acronyms: RE = renewable energy; EE = energy efficiency

Table 4.2: Criteria, outcomes and indicators used to evaluate the impact of each decarbonisation
policy instrument (Deliverable 2.6)
The literature reviewed ranged from qualitative case studies, to quantitative studies of crosssections or panel datasets, to integrated assessment modelling and theoretical models. In total
183 papers were reviewed and coded accorded to the framework through a double-blind
process, the resulting information from which was included in the DPET, both for individual
papers and in a more aggregated synthetic fashion. Additional features of DPET are measures of
both the strength of the evidence in the literature and the level of agreement concerning the
direction of the impact of the policy on the various outcomes.
The screenshot at Figure xx illustrates some of the characteristics of DPET. Across the top a
button enables a policy of policies to be chosen (here R&D funding and feed-in tariffs (FITs)).
Under this are the icons of the evaluation criteria. In the left hand column are various filters to
allow the user to select studies according to: evaluation criteria, methodology according to a
scale of one to nine), type of evidence (as noted above), jurisdiction level, and sector. A button
allows policies to be compared. The colours illustrate the direction of the impacts, with the
strengths of colour indicating the level of agreement in the literature. The main table in the
screenshot illustrates the results of the choices that have been made. In this example only the
policy instruments have been chosen, and each row shows the various characteristics of the
paper referenced at the far right. Clicking on this box will bring up further more detailed
information about this paper.
DPET will be fully public (anyone will be able to access its content) once the underlying paper
is accepted for publication and the website is moved to the University of Cambridge servers,
where DPET will be curated. An institutional email address will be created to receive questions
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about the tool as well as to facilitate the direct contact between users and administrators of
DPET. Users will be able to register and obtain access to DPET by sending an email to a
specific address. This process will allow the use of DPET to be tracked.

Figure 4.8: Screenshot illustrating various characteristics of DPET (Deliverable 2.6)
As an example of the usefulness of the tool, in the publication under review researchers
highlight three cases in which policy design can help reduce trade-offs that have been identified
in some cases between environmental effectiveness and distributional and competitiveness
impacts. This includes, for instance, insights about designing R&D and procurement, and FITs
and auctions without putting SMEs at a disadvantage when compared to large incumbents.
The analysis also shows that there is comparatively more research analysing the impact of some
policies (e.g., feed in tariffs, environmental taxes, cap and trade systems, and auctions) than of
others (i.e., government procurement and building codes). It also identifies the need to ramp up
research on the impact of the different policies investigated on other social outcomes and on
competitiveness. Finally, the analysis indicates that there is very little assessment of the impact
of these policies outside the OECD countries, and large emerging economies. Thus, care should
be taken when extrapolating the findings to countries in South Saharan Africa and the Middle
East, for example.
In conclusion, this research showed that there is a significant body of work dispersed across
many fields and journals, and relying on many methods evaluating the impacts of policies like
GHG emission allowance trading schemes, building codes, feed-in tariffs, tradable green
certificates and taxes, on environmental, technological, innovation, competitiveness and
distributional outcomes. For many of these instruments there is significant agreement in the
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literature as to the direction of the impact (i.e. positive, negative or null). However, for
competitiveness and distributional impacts, there is substantial disagreement across the different
papers as to the direction of the impact. Moreover, there are some trade-offs between
decarbonisation policies and wider societal goals, mainly in relation to competitiveness and
distributional outcomes for specific instruments such as taxes, tradable green certificates, GHG
emission allowance trading schemes and feed-in tariffs. However, the research also shows how
design elements can help overcome such trade-offs. For subsidies to renewable energy
deployment, tailor-made, predictable and adjustable support levels are key to reduce possible
negative impacts in terms of cost-effectiveness, competitiveness and distributional outcomes.
For environmental taxes, recycling mechanisms and compensatory non-environmental
exemptions can lead to a double dividend results. For public R&D funding, specific
mechanisms for allocating and monitoring RD&D may facilitate innovation and improve the
survival and growth of SMEs.
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ANNEX: List of case studies undertaken in T2.1
These case studies were included as Annexes in INNOPATHS Deliverable D2.4, which may be
found on the INNOPATHS website (https://innopaths.eu/publications/#project-deliverables).
The case studies are listed below (case study leader and countries covered are is indicated in
parentheses). A one-page summary of each case study follows the list.
Annex 3 - Agriculture case study part 1 [EUI, covering Italy and Poland, plus details on the EU
innovation system]: “The biochar system for climate mitigation in the EU: an innovation system
perspective”, by Stefano F. Verde and Isabella Alloisio
Annex 4 - Agriculture case study part 2 [EUI, covering Germany and the UK, plus details on the
EU innovation system]: “Low-carbon innovation in European agriculture: what role for
livestock feed type and management innovations? – An overview, by M. Bozzola, T. Zhu and S.
Verde
Annex 5 - Buildings case study [UCL, covering all countries plus details on the EU innovation
system] “High-efficiency envelopes in new residential buildings: Examining the innovation
system in Germany, Italy, Poland and the UK, by P. Drummond
Annex 6 - Energy (electricity) case study: [UCL, covering all countries, plus details on the EU
innovation system]: “National innovation systems in a global context: comparison of the
impacts of innovation in wind power and solar PV in four European countries”, by N. Hughes,
É. Goudouneix, D. Calbay and S. Küfeoğlu
Annex 7 - ICT case study [WUT, covering all countries, plus details on the EU innovation
system]: “Low carbon innovation in ICT: the EU, Germany, Italy, Poland, and the UK, by M.
Kochanski and K. Korczak
Annex 8 - Industry case study [WUT, covering all countries, plus details on the EU innovation
system]: “Energy Management practices and energy-related innovation in Industry”, by T.
Skoczkowski, S. Bielecki, P. Gutowski
Annex 9 - Transport case study part 1: [SPRU, covering Italy and Germany, plus details on the
EU innovation system] Low carbon innovation in electric vehicle automotive manufacturing:
Insights from BMW (Germany) and Fiat (Italy), by B. K. Sovacool, C. Saleta, and E.
Masterson-Cox
Annex 10 - Transport case study part 2: [SPRU, covering the UK and Poland, plus details on the
EU innovation system] Low carbon innovation in automated light rail: Insights from Poland and
the United Kingdom, by B. K. Sovacool and A. H. Yazdi
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Agriculture case study part 1: Biochar
Relevance to deep decarbonization
 Biomass can remove carbon from air, which, after treatment (e.g. through pyrolysis or
gasification), can be stored in the ground as biochar, where it acts as a soil improver.
 At the global level, the storage potential of biochar has been estimated to be between 0.7
and 1.8 GtC-eq per year, which corresponds to about 4-8% of current global GHG
emissions.
 At the EU level, estimates of the same potential indicate lower levels in relative terms equal
to 5-6% of EU-28 transport emissions.
 In addition to mitigating climate change, biochar may make other contributions to
sustainable development.
Technology characterisation
 Pyrolysis and gasification are mature technologies but progress in certifying the
composition and safety of biochar produce is required.
 Significantly more R&D will be required to design and manufacture efficient, affordable
equipment which can generate biochar and its energy co-products.
 A dominant design for the technology of biochar production has yet to be established.
Innovation actors, institutions, barriers and drivers
 The EU framework that is now taking form for the post-2020 period does seem to go in the
direction of creating the right conditions for the uptake and diffusion of biochar.
 Italy is the only EU member state to have adopted bespoke legislation for biochar, which is
now a legally recognised soil improver.
 The Italian Biochar Association has created its own quality certification scheme, plus it is a
pro-active and well-recognised organisation both at the national and international level.
 The uptake of biochar in the EU has been mainly hindered by the lack of a suitable
regulatory and policy framework to give incentives for biochar investment, as soil carbon
sequestration does not count towards 2020 national emissions reduction targets.
 Biochar use can be profitable in a few market niches, but more extensive use of biochar
necessitates economic policy support, whether through emission credits or simple payments
for ecosystem services.
 Given current strong incentives for renewable energy, it may well be more convenient to
maximise renewable energy production from biomass rather than biochar production.
 There have been fruitful synergies between academia and entrepreneurs, often through
national or regional biochar associations, and the International Biochar Initiative, which
have brought together different stakeholders, act as knowledge hubs and developed and
administered voluntary certification schemes that will greatly facilitate future biochar
legislation.
 In the EU, DG CLIMA and DG AGRI need to cooperate closely to come up with a
consistent climate mitigation policy covering all sectors including agriculture and land use,
land use change and forestry (LULUCF).
 The new EU Fertiliser Regulation, in which biochar is mentioned, holds the promise that in
three years’ time there will be a clear regulatory framework for biochar at the EU level,
which will then need appropriate policy support.
 The new EU Fertiliser Regulation reproduces, at the EU level, the process observed in Italy:
the decision to first agree on a technical, legal definition of biochar, which is a precondition
for it to become a marketable product.
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Agriculture case study part 2: Livestock diet management
Relevance to deep decarbonization







The agricultural sector produced about 440 mt of CO2-equivalent (CO2e) of greenhouse gases
(GHG) in 2016, which is about 10% of the EU-28's total GHG emissions and the third largest
greenhouse gases emitting sector in the EU-28.
Agriculture has performed worse than other sectors in terms of declining emissions pathways.
The main GHGs from agriculture (90% of emissions) are methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O).
About one third comes from enteric fermentation from livestock (CH4), about one sixth from manure
management (CH4 and N2O) and about one half from agricultural soils (N2O).
The main factor behind the absolute reduction in emissions between 1990 and 2015 has been the
reduced numbers of ruminant livestock
Innovation in livestock feeding is an increasingly attractive complementary option for achieving costeffective emission reductions over the long term.

Technology characterisation



Mitigation strategies include forage quality, dietary ingredients, precision feeding, grass
management, additives and plant compounds, improving rumen function, specific methane inhibitors
While some have been successfully demonstrated, all face a number of barriers, including scale up,
farmers’ awareness and appropriate training, reluctance to change from traditional practices and
economic viability

Innovation actors, institutions, barriers and drivers
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Both the UK and Germany have invested significant resources in fostering research and international
collaborations to study livestock feed type and management as a mean to reduce GHG emissions
while fostering animal productivity.
Brexit could discourage future collaborations between farmers’ networks and scientists
Although feed additives have large technical potential to reduce methane emissions, mitigation will
be limited if farmers do not get economic benefits from the new feed additives.
Specific technical solutions need to be assessed in term of present and future consumer acceptance.
For many countries the primary concerns regarding agriculture relate to food security, rural
development, and adaptation to the impacts of climate change.
Prioritizing GHG mitigation in agriculture depends largely on national circumstances.
There might be conflict between the use of feed additives and other policy areas, such as food safety.
Feeding that decreases methanogenesis in ruminants leads to lower energy losses from the animals,
hence potential economic benefits related to productivity gains and reduction in farm-level costs.
Seaweed feed additives can significantly reduce methane emissions, increasing livestock
productivity, while not competing directly with croplands.
For many GHG mitigation actions, the actual effectiveness of emission reduction depends on the
compatibility with indigenous farming practice.
Using feed additives in ruminant diets is compatible with most farming systems in Europe
Ad hoc training and extension services offered to individual farmers and their networks are essential
enablers for the diffusion of new feeding technologies.
The various reforms of the CAP have increasingly considered sustainability in the agricultural sector.
DG CLIMA and DG AGRI need to cooperate closely to come up with a consistent climate mitigation
policy covering all sectors including agriculture and the LULUCF sector.
Cooperation between the relevant national authorities is needed too.
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Buildings case study
Relevance to deep decarbonization








The buildings sector accounts for around 40% of total final energy consumption in the European
Union (EU), and for 36% of CO2 emissions.
The residential sector alone accounted for over 25% of total final energy consumption in 2016, and
over 16% of CO2 emissions in 2015, when 65% of energy consumption was for space heating.
Studies have concluded that CO2 emissions from the residential building sector in the EU must be
reduced by at least 30% by 2030 and 50% by 2050 from 1990 levels.
The residential sector must become more energy efficient through increasing the energy efficiency of
building envelopes, with a reduced CO2 intensity of the energy consumption that remains.
Around 75% of the EU residential building stock that will be present in 2050 has already been built,
meaning that improving the efficiency of existing building envelopes is of particular importance.
Ensuring the envelopes of the remaining 25% are constructed and operate at high efficiency levels, in
order to avoid further low-efficiency lock-in, is also key.
Innovation and learning for new technologies, techniques and practices that may be developed during
new construction is also required.

Technology characterisation



The building envelope is crucial in determining the heating and cooling requirements of a building.
High-efficiency building envelopes and their varied designs have been demonstrated and applied for
several years, but their level of diffusion varies in different countries.

Innovation actors, institutions, barriers and drivers
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Relative success of diffusion in Germany is due to (a) the presence of a economy-wide strategy (the
Energy Concept), with sectoral implementation, and long-term political commitment; (b) strong
public investment in research, energy efficiency and related topics (c) highly supportive and wellfunctioning regulatory standards; (d) facilitative governance arrangements (e) well-designed subsidy
mechanisms and other incentives; (f) the clear support and buy-in from different elements of the
construction industry; (g) high public support, awareness and demand for energy efficiency.
The principal barrier for the deployment of high-efficiency envelopes for new buildings is lack of
economic (or regulatory) incentives.
A general lack of knowledge and skills within the construction industry is often also a substantial
barrier, alongside knowledge and demand from building owners and/or occupiers
In Germany the Federal and regional governments have both played important roles in a variety of
ways, alongside other public bodies, such public research institutions and the KfW and regional
bank, as well as independent research and advocacy institutions – such as the Passive House Institute,
and the principal German trade associations.
Trade associations for skilled building crafts offer a range of training and education courses on
energy-efficient construction, often in collaboration of a network of training centres and universities,
contributing to a relatively strong and reliable supply chain and skills base.
Social and professional landlords, along with representatives for tenants, are also publicly in favour
of high-efficiency buildings
In the UK, new residential properties tend to be built speculatively by large developers, which have a
focus on an increased rate of housebuilding, and often actively lobby against stringent energy
efficiency regulations, and see regulations that do exist as maximum, rather than minimum standards.
EU regulation has played a relatively strong role with regard to improving the energy efficiency of
new residential buildings, particularly through the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive and
initiatives such as BUILD UP skills
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Solar and wind electricity case study
Relevance to deep decarbonization



The decarbonisation of electricity is key to the decarbonisation of the economy as a whole, because
there is a comparatively wide range of relatively well established low-carbon technologies that
produce electricity.
An important possible option for heat, transport and industry sectors is to switch their fuel source to
low carbon electricity, so solar PV and wind have a major role to play.

Technology characterisation






Wind and solar PV are the second and third largest sources of renewable electricity globally, with
deployment rates increasing and costs reducing.
Solar PV in Germany and wind in Denmark reached widespread commercialisation in 2009 and 1997
respectively – they are therefore relatively mature technologies.
Crystalline silicon (c-Si) is the most developed PV technology, but others are at various stages of
development, which have high efficiencies at lab scale but need cost reductions before their possible
commercialisation.
The three-bladed horizontal axis turbine is now the dominant wind technology design, while
innovation continues in developing more resilient materials, remote sensing of faults, remote bolt
torqueing, and floating turbines.
High penetrations of variable wind and solar will require storage, demand-side response and system
integration across large areas to balance the grid.

Innovation actors, institutions, barriers and drivers
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The technology innovation chain, from invention, through to research and development,
demonstration, market formation and deployment, is international, and relevant actors are not
confined to those within the borders of any nation state.
Germany and Italy created large domestic markets for solar PV through feed in tariffs (FITs), leading
to very rapid rates of installation, which caused international producers to invest in mass production
of solar panels, driving down costs, but also putting EU manufacturers out of business.
Policy learning has led to degression in FITs because of cost reduction.
A spin-off effect from solar and wind is stimulation of demand for complementary technologies, such
as storage (batteries), and information technology for energy service business models.
Policy support for wind in the UK has evolved to the effective ‘Contracts for Difference’ FITs for
offshore wind, but political opposition ruled out the cheaper onshore wind for some years.
The UK Offshore Wind Accelerator brought together the major project developers with the aim to
collaborate on cost reduction.
In Poland the current government has been actively hostile to onshore wind, largely because of its
historical dependence on coal.
The geographical clustering of renewable resources away from demand centres creates challenges for
the bulk transfer of power, which can be addressed through coordination of infrastructure planning.
Because of the importance of policy support for these technologies, governments, political parties
and other actors in the political process have been important.
Industry lobbies, large incumbent energy companies, technology manufacturers, cooperatives,
communities and campaigning groups can all influence whether and how a technology develops.
Governance in energy is crucial, involving a fair distribution of costs, whether between industry or
domestic users, or between different income groups, and avoidance of corruption.
The EU Renewable Energy Directive has stimulated the rapid deployment of renewables, and the
Energy Union agenda could lead to the increased integration of markets, and pricing harmonisation.
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ICT sector case study: smart meters
Relevance to deep decarbonization
 Smart metering might be a step toward deep decarbonisation, but it is still not
comprehensively proved to what extent it decreases energy consumption and contributes to
emission reduction.
Technology characterisation
 Smart meters (SM), along with the surrounding metering infrastructure, have reached a
stabilization phase, the metering technology and associated data transmission and
processing, communication technologies is well understood, but traditional meters still
dominate most national markets.
 There is a huge potential for development of complementary technologies and services with
SM, e.g. integration in a smart grid, new services using real-time analytics, communication
protocols and cybersecurity solutions.
 At the end of 2017 there were EU 9 member states where SM had reached more than 50
percent of households, but there were 5 member states with no mass roll-out of SM.
Innovation actors, institutions, barriers and drivers
 Country experiences with deployment differ greatly: Italy has 100% deployment; in
Germany mass deployment has been delayed by strict regulatory requirements, in UK there
have been problems of interoperability between different suppliers, in Poland legal and
regulatory constraints have blocked deployment, and at EU level there has been lack of
support for deployment and no consensus on an appropriate regulatory framework.
 Crucial actors contributing to the success/ failure of smart metering in different countries
include Distribution System Operators (DSOs), energy suppliers, and the federal or national
government and their offices and agencies.
 In Germany, the major push for SM development came from the Federal Government and
its agencies; in Italy from the largest DSO, motivated by revenue protection; in UK from the
national government but with inadequate supplier coordination; and in Poland the DSOs
have nominal responsibility but no standards, incentives or obligation to deliver, so there is
effectively no deployment.
 One strong policy or incentive is sufficient to achieve mass roll out (e.g. revenue protection
in Italy), conversely many poorly-designed measures might be ineffective.
 Proper development of smart metering subsystems and ensuring that all entities obliged to
install SM can access them is a key success factor.
 The EU level innovation system and its regulations have played a principal positive role in
terms of providing an impulse for SM development at national level, but have not ensured
that a clear and consistent regulatory framework is created, which would set appropriate
interoperability, data protection and security standards.
 In Germany this has resulted in the regulators introducing their own set of regulations,
which has delayed of the roll-out; in Poland, lack of detailed EU-level regulations have also
resulted in delays, but the existence of the EU regulation as such and the positive CBA
result for an SM roll-out in Poland have stimulate the DSOs to develop their own initiatives
in respect of SM deployments; in the UK, lack of a detailed EU-level standardisation
framework encouraged national regulators to introduce their own set of regulations, with
limited consideration for ensuring interoperability; in Italy, the EU-level regulations played
little role in the success of SM large-scale deployment.
 The Italian and Polish cases illustrate SM deployment with a strong industry role, while the
UK and German cases show SM deployment with a strong government role.
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ICT sector case study: energy management (EM)
This case study explored energy management in the German and Polish chemical industry, in
the iron and steel industries of Italy, the UK, and in these industries in the EU as a whole.

Chemical Industry
Relevance to deep decarbonization



Between 1990 and 2016, emissions in the chemical industry in the EU fell from 325 mt to 126 mt
CO2e, but rose to 135 mt of CO2e in 2017
EM could achieve large energy savings across the whole industry, and offers an option to replace
coal as feedstock and fuel, by gas and renewable energy sources (RES).

Technology characterisation




While EM advantages are well recognized among all stakeholders, there is still insufficient
implementation of existing low-carbon technologies and a large untapped potential of energy
efficiency which could be realized by EM.
Progress in EM-induced energy saving could have been faster if strong regulations and incentives
had been in place.
There is a lack of a breakthrough technology implemented at industrial scale, e.g. CCS

Innovation actors, institutions, barriers and drivers
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There are many differences across EU member states, but generally the industry has a few highly
concentrated global companies and many small producers.
There are active EU level industrial societies, and strong formal networks and platforms in some
countries, and overall a strong educational system at both higher and vocational levels.
While there have been some EU-wide successful R&D programs, there is a need for further EU R&D
programmes to complement well-developed and functioning R&D in the industry.
High investment costs and business risk, and long investment cycles can discourage EM investments.
The supply chain has become more global, with increasing import and export shares, and there is new
European Commission interest in protection of fair competition in global markets.
The industry has been economically successful, despite low-cost international competition, and
improved its energy performance despite historically low customer awareness of the environmental
harmfulness of some chemical products.
While the EU innovation system has been supportive, the EU ETS is too weak a driver for deep
technology transition and the lack of “green” criteria in public procurement deters a transition
towards innovative and more sustainable production.
Many German producers have environmental management systems, and give EM a relatively high
priority, but this is much less true in Poland.
In Germany there is a long-term national strategy of industry development (Industry 4.0, Chemistry
4.0), but in Poland a low rate of preparation to meet standards of Industry 4.0.
There is high German public, political and industrial support for R&D (3% of GDP), with integrated
clusters and chemical parks, and for industry, but also for decarbonisation and RES.
Investments to support skills development, innovation, better infrastructure and cleaner energy are
crucial for Poland’s future growth, but large manufacturing capacities in existing high-emission
technologies impede transition to low-carbon production and contribute to weak political and public
support for decarbonisation.
Poland has good industrial R&D centres, university and technical university infrastructure, but low
R&D investment and poorly-functioning networks co-operating with R&D institutions, e.g.
technology parks, private research institutions, academia, and industrial laboratories.
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Iron and Steel Industry
Relevance to deep decarbonization



The EU iron and steel industry annually generates over 200 mt CO2, which was 5% of all CO2
produced across EU-28 countries in 2016.
EM involving the wider diffusion of more energy-efficient production practices and existing
technologies in the steel industry can significantly contribute to reducing CO2 emissions, as well as
to the manufacture of better quality products e.g. higher quality steel.

Technology characterisation





There are two main routes to produce steel: the integrated route (70% of global production), which
produces iron from iron ore through blast furnaces (BF) and Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF)
converters, and electric arc furnaces (EAF), which consume about 80% less energy by recycling
scrap iron.
Deep decarbonisation of steel will require breakthrough technologies, e.g. CCS, hydrogen-based steel
production, electrolysis using RES.
Over the last 40 years, specific energy consumption in the EU steel sector has decreased by 50%, and
is among the lowest in the world, but some economic efficiency technologies are not fully exploited.

Innovation actors, institutions, barriers and drivers















PU

Energy costs can represent up to 40% of total operational costs and are one of the main drivers for
EM, but EM measurement and verification methodologies are very general and not standardised so
that their economic viability is difficult to prove, which impedes their implementation.
The steel industry has many companies with environmental management systems, but large existing
capacities in high-emission technologies with long investment cycles, and limited options for partial
retrofit, mean that EM may entail high investment costs and business risk.
Low-emission technologies in the steel sector are the subject of intensive R&D, but incremental EM
innovations are often downgraded in the pursuit of breakthrough technologies.
The sector has well-functioning networks co-operating with R&D institutions, e.g. private research
institutions, academia, industrial laboratories, but international collaboration and industrygovernment cooperation is needed to further improve its energy and environmental performance.
The difficult economic position of the EU steel sector in recent years, with globally surplus capacity
and risk of import substitution, produces a tension between cost cutting and investments in novel
capacity, while stringent rules of public support and not always clear rules of eligible state
compensation place it at a disadvantage.
There are insufficient targeted economic incentives for EM implementation, e.g. in the form of tax
reduction, risk sharing or loan guarantees from private and public financial institutions.
Innovations relevant to CO2 mitigation in the steel sector come from a wide variety of actors, and
patents show that the rate of innovation in this area has increased in recent decades.
With low profit margins, due to the high fixed costs, overcapacity and global competition, the UK
steel industry recognises the importance of technological innovation, but lack of knowledge, lack of
capital, and difficulties with knowledge transfer hamper efforts to implement EM.
Italy, the largest European steel producer of EAF steel (75% of its production), with many SMEs,
and the second largest steel producer in Europe (after Germany), puts a high value on innovation, and
was the first country worldwide to introduce the White Certificate Scheme for energy efficiency.
Over the past 25 years, Italy has reduced its specific steel energy consumption and CO2 emissions by
25% and 38% respectively through continuous innovation and increasingly efficient EM systems.
For Italian companies with high energy consumption it is mandatory to appoint an energy manager.
The Italian National Industry 4.0 Plan supports private investments in the renewal of equipment and
in use of digital technologies and capital goods through super-depreciation and hyper-depreciation.
Public R&D resources allocated to clean energy will double to €444 m between 2013 and 2021.
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Transport sector case study: light rail transport and electric
vehicles
Relevance to deep decarbonization
 In 2017 22% of total EU-28 GHGs came from terrestrial transport.
 Light rail transport (LRT) and battery electric vehicles (BEVs) using zero-emission
electricity have no emissions in use.
Technology characterisation
 In addition to being zero-emission, LRT systems reduce car ownership, use and congestion,
encourage walking, carry more passengers and last longer than buses, and cost less than
underground metro systems.
 In addition to their emission benefits, BEVs give quiet, smoot rides, and their total cost of
ownership is likely to approach that of petrol and diesel cars by the mid-2020s.
 Both LRT and BEVs are technologically mature and depend for their diffusion on public
infrastructure investment and public policy incentives.
Innovation actors, institutions, barriers and drivers
 Public investment has made the Docklands LRT in London the most heavily used LRT in
the UK, while lack of support in Poland means that its PRT system is still at the prototype
stage.
 BEVs have diffused because of innovations that have increased range, lowered price,
 improved performance, and a general global push towards the decarbonisation of
 transport
 The Docklands LRT benefits from a strong champion and a huge demand for travel and
mobility, with an LRT system being far superior to cars in the congested Docklands area,
while in Poland there was a lack of incentives for the PRT and countervailing pressures that
push people into cars and road-based passenger mobility.
 The Californian policy for zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs) gave a strong push for the
development of EVs, and automakers including BMW and Fiat invested strongly in
manufacturing them
 For the Docklands LRT, the London Docklands Development Corporation (LDDC), and
now the Mayor of London and Transport for London (TfL) have played strong roles,
through master transport planning strategies for London, while in Poland policies for cars
and roads erode the viability of LRT, and the PRT seems to lack any real support besides its
inventors/innovator and has only a single pilot project.
 Successful deployment of EVs has required a multi-scalar approach to innovation, with
global, technological, and corporate levels.
 LRT in Docklands was supported by a similar multi-scalar network, which was
conspicuously absent for the PRT in Poland.
 EU ambitions for decarbonisation were a strong general driver for the innovations, but the
subnational and corporate levels were more important in these cases, with LRT more about
cities, municipal areas and planning, the EV cases reflecting the company strategies of
BMW and Fiat.
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